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Boston Irish
Honors returns
to Seaport Hotel
on October 20

Corcorans, Hunts,
Mulvoys, Kathy O’Toole,
State Sen. Tom Kennedy
will be celebrated

The Boston Irish Reporter, the region’s leading
chronicler of all things Irish-American, will host
the second annual Boston Irish Honors luncheon
on Thursday, October 20, 2011 in the main ballroom
of Boston’s Seaport Hotel.
In keeping with our own heritage, the newspaper
publicly recognizes three exemplary local Irish families
whose ancestors emigrated from
Ireland to give better lives to their
children and grandchildren. We also
will give special recognition to two
Boston Irish individuals for their
special achievements in government
and in business.
This year’s honorees will include
former Boston Police Commissioner Kathleen O’Toole,
who has just returned from Ireland after several years
working as a top police official; and State Senator
Thomas Kennedy of Brockton, who has represented
the city of Brockton for more than 25 years in the
state legislature.
Three prominent Boston Irish families will also be
celebrated at the event: the Corcoran family, who have
been among the state’s leading builders and philanthropists of the last half-century— a tradition now carried
on by a new generation of Corcorans. The Hunt family— led by James and Jean Hunt of Dorchester— will
be celebrated for their pioneering work in the fields of
community health care and government in the Commonwealth. And the Mulvoy family — originally from
Dorchester by way of County Galway— will be honored
for, among other things, two brothers’ many decades of
good works in the field of sports and news journalism.
“This year’s honorees are all wonderful examples
of the success and dynamism of the Irish diaspora
here in the United States,” said Ed Forry, founder of
the Boston Irish Reporter. “They have all excelled in
their respective fields and fulfilled the dreams of their
parents, who turned to these shores for a better life.
And all have— in one way or another— contributed
mightily to the collective good. We are a better city and
state for their work— and in saluting the Mulvoys, the
Corcorans, the Hunts, Kathy O’Toole and Senator Tom
Kennedy — we seek to pay homage to their ancestors
— and our own— who carved out a life for us in this
land — and made it our home.”
The Boston Irish Honors event debuted in October,
2010 before an appreciative audience of more than 300
top Boston business, civic and political leaders. The 2010
honorees were: U.S. Congressman Edward J. Markey;
John Donohue CEO, Arbella Insurance; the Brett family, the Hynes family and the Geraghty family.
This year’s Boston Irish Honors will once again be
hosted by Dick Flavin, the legendary Boston television commentator, speaker, playwright and actor who
brought us the critically-acclaimed one-man show,
“According to Tip.”
The 2011 Boston Irish Honors event has been
planned and encouraged by a powerhouse host committee led by chairman Matthew Power, President of
Risk Specialist Companies Insurance Agency, Inc. of
Boston; founding event chairman Robert Sheridan of
SBLI and Hon. Michael Lonergan, Consul General of
Ireland and Reporter publisher Ed Forry.
Committee members include Jim Brett, Bill Bulger,
Jim Carmody, John T. Carroll, Della Costello, John
Cullinane, Dan Driscoll, Dick Flavin, John Philip
Foley, Anne Geraghty, Dave Greaney, Steve Greeley,
Barry T. Hynes, Kieran Jordan, Jim Keefe, Edris Kelley, Bill Kennedy, Rev. Tom Kennedy, Paul and Mimi
LaCamera, Barbie Langis, Joe Leary, Mary Joyce Morris, Sean Moynihan, Jim O’Brien, Bill O’Donnell, Bill
Reilly, Jack Shaughnessy, Gil Sullivan, Bobby White
and Paul White.
For more information on tickets and sponsorship opportunities, contact Ed Forry, President & Publisher of
the Boston Irish Reporter at 617-436-1222.

Andy Irvine returns to Boston October 6 with a performance at Four Green Fields.
Photo by Brian Hartigan

A discussion with Andy Irvine:
Life on the road, soloing, composing
By Sean Smith
Special to the BIR

First of two parts
For most of his adult life, Andy Irvine has been true
to the advice he set down in one of his best-loved songs:
Never tire of the road.
Irvine’s ongoing odyssey – which this month brings
him to Boston, where he’ll perform on Oct. 6 at Four
Green Fields – these last four decades have taken him
not only through Europe, the US, and plenty of other
places, but also across the length and breadth of the
modern Irish music revival as well.
He has been a part of seminal bands like Sweeney’s
Men, Planxty, and Patrick Street, and in the mid-1970s
paired up with Paul Brady to make a landmark album
that has had lasting influence and appeal. His visits to
Eastern Europe in the 1960s led him to explore that
region’s musical traditions, which he incorporated into
his playing of Irish music; in particular, the presence
of the bouzouki in Irish, and other Celtic, music owes

in no small part to Irvine.
Nor has Irvine been content to rest on his achievements: Several years ago, he helped form the innovative
Irish-Appalachian-Balkan ensemble Mozaik while continuing to play occasional reunion tours with his earlier
bands. And through all this he has cultivated a highly
successful solo career and developed a reputation as a
skillful, eloquent writer of songs, many built around
historical figures and events as well as social concerns
a la Woody Guthrie – all sung with a voice possessed
of a warm, utterly natural quality. His most recent
CD, last year’s “Abocurragh,” featured collaborations
with many of his longtime associates, including Donal
Lunny and Liam O’Flynn from Planxty.
A newly remarried Irvine spoke with the BIR about
his demanding schedule, his biographical-style songwriting, and the prospects for another Planxty reunion,
among other topics.
Q. Andy, a glance at your calendar for the next few
(Continued on page 17)
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Playing a belle, or a nun,
Kathy St. George delights
By R. J. Donovan
Special to The BIR

At the moment, Kathy
St. George is just finishing up a successful run
in “Steel Magnolias” at
Stoneham Theatre. She’s
simultaneously in rehearsals for “The Divine
Sister,” Charles Busch’s
twisted, campy, lampoon
of every old Hollywood
movie ever made about
nuns, which opens Oct. 21
at SpeakEasy Stage.
Juggling assignments
is nothing new to the diminutive dynamo. Born
in Medford and raised
in Stoneham, the actress
and singer took a leave of
absence in 1979 from her
job in education to trod
the boards on Broadway,
off-Broadway, at Lincoln
Center and in five national
tours. But it’s here in
Boston that she’s built
a dedicated following of
admirers who flock to her

performances, whether
musical or comedic.
She found time to talk
about her work on the
morning of a two-show
day in Stoneham. Here’s
an edited look at our conversation.
BIR: You started off in
life as a teacher.
KSG: I always wanted
to be second grade teacher
because I loved my nun
in the second grade. Sister Marie Germaine. A
sweetheart. I went to St.
Patrick’s School here in
Stoneham. I loved that
teacher so much, I said,
that’s it, I want to be a second grade teacher when
I grow up. And so I did.
BIR: Being a teacher
is like being on stage in
many ways. But how did
you first get into performing?
KSG: I was a junior at
Salem State. I minored in
Music because I thought

KATHY St. GEORGE
Diminutive dynamo

maybe I might want to
be a Music Specialist. I
was practicing the piano
one day at the college and
there was a sign posted on
the wall that said, Accompanist Needed for Singer
New to Boston. I answered
the ad . . . It turned out
[the singer’s] husband was
the new Theatre professor
at the college. They were
just starting to develop a
Theatre major, and so he
asked me to play the little
girl in his first production
of “Wait Until Dark.” I
said, Oh my God I could
(Continued on page 17)

By Sean Smith
Special to the BIR

Call it a block party with
an open invitation to the
rest of the world. The third
annual Irish Heritage
Festival will take place on
Sun., Oct. 9, in Adams Corner, Dorchester, Boston’s
largest neighborhood,
celebrating Irish music,
dance, and culture with a
focus that is unabashedly
local.
While the festival headliners include Na Fianna,
a hot new ballad-style
group from Ireland, along
with well-traveled, everpopular singers Robbie
O’Connell and Aoife Clancy (both New England residents), most of the other
(Continued on page 10)
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In Memory of
Mike Cummings, 1924-2011
Michael J. Cummings of Milton MA
died on Saturday, October 1, 2011 after
a decade long battle with Lou Gehrig’s
Disease. He was 87 years old.
His wake is taking place on Tuesday, October 4, at the Thomas Funeral
Home, East Milton Sq., 4:00 -8:00 p.m,
with a 10:30 a.m.funeral mass Oct 5 St.
Agatha Church
in Milton.
In the fields
of Irish sports,
music
and
dance, cultural
heritage and
immigration
reform, Cummings was a formidable leader
in Boston’s Irish
community
Michael J. Cummings
for over sixty
years.
Mike arrived in Boston in 1947 from
Ballygar, County Galway as a heralded
young football star. His talents as an
athlete were immediately on display
as he led the Galway Football Club in
Boston to five consecutive championships
from 1948-1952. He was elected the
youngest president of the Gaelic Athletic
Association in New England, a group he
continued to support through his life.
In the 1950s, Mike became active
in Boston’s Irish cultural community,
teaching set dancing classes at the Intercolonial Hall in Dudley Square, Roxbury
and at Harvard University. He joined
and supported Irish cultural groups like
the Eire Society of Boston, Charitable
Irish Society, Galway County Club and
many similar groups.
Mike’s most lasting contribution to
Irish heritage may be his extraordinary
work over five decades on the life and
music of Patrick S. Gilmore (1829-92),
the great 19th century bandleader and
composer, a contemporary of John Philip
Sousa, who was born in Mike’s town of
Ballygar, Galway.
Gilmore’s name was nearly consigned

to the footnotes of history until Mike
became interested. In 1968, he formed
the Patrick S. Gilmore Society, a musical
appreciation group that organized annual band concerts on Boston City Hall
Plaza and the Charles River Esplanade,
encouraging a new generation of musicians to rediscover Gilmore’s music.
Mike also undertook considerable
research on Lawrence Logan, also a
Ballygar native who lived in Boston
and was an acclaimed military leader,
commanding the 26th Yankee Division
during World War I. Boston’s Logan
International Airport is named after
Logan’s son Edward.
In the 1990s, Mike and Tom Flatley
formed the Boston Irish Famine Memorial committee, which raised $1 million
to build a Famine Memorial Park in
downtown Boston to commemorate the
150th anniversary of the Irish Famine.
Mike’s lifelong devotion to the Irish
community provided him with many
awards and acclamations during his
life. Among these awards: The New
England GAA honored him at its 1976
annual banquet, “for the tremendous
contributions to the games and traditions
of his native land;” In 1999 the Famine
Memorial Committee gave Mike a special
proclamation and ceremony for his great
contribution to that project. And the Irish
Cultural Centre and GAA recognized
Mike at the ten year anniversary of the
Centre.; In 2005 the Charitable Irish
Society bestowed its prestigious Silver
Key Award to Mike “for his visionary
leadership and grassroots activism.”
Since 2000, Mike was a strong supporter of and adviser to the Boston Irish
Tourism Association and the Boston Irish
Heritage Trail.
Mike’s influence, leadership and contributions to Boston’s Irish community
and to Ireland will remain intact for
many years to come.
(This is an abridged version of a loving
tribute written by Cummings’ longtime
friend Michael P. Quinlin)

GREENHILLS BAKERY
• Hot Irish Breakfast
• Irish Sausage Rolls
• Brown Soda Bread
& Raisin Bread
• Round Bannock
• Treacle Soda Bread
• Irish Barm Brack
GUINNESS BEEF STEW
IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE!

Sunday, October 16, 2011
held at DCR’s Day Boulevard, 165 Day Blvd.,
Carson Beach, South Boston, MA 02127

10:00 A.M.
Run/Walk Begins

Entry Fee: $15 up to October 11th, $20 after
October 11th and on race day.
Please call us at 857.524.1123 for more information.
To register online, visit us at
www.MtWashingtonBank.com.

Member FDIC / Member DIF

Hot, Home-Made,
Stick-To-Your-Ribs
Lunch Specials Daily!!!
• Irish Boiled Dinner • Guinness Beef Stew • Shephard’s Pie

Scones - 5 Flavors!
Trifle
Baileys Sponge Cake
Bailey’s Swiss Rolls

Bailey’s Eclairs
Porter Cakes
Barry’s Irish Tea

Many Other Specials Every Day
Greenhills Bakery
780 Adams Street,
Dorchester, MA 02124
(617)825-8187

Open Monday - Saturday
5AM to 6:30PM
Sunday 6AM - 2PM
greenhillsbakery.com
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IIIC Hosts Business Breakfast on Irish Economy, J1-IWT Visas
By Janey Tallarida

On a soft rainy morning
reminiscent of the weather in Ireland, over 30 local
business leaders recently
gathered together at IIIC
for a discussion of the Irish
economy and the impact of
IIIC’s J1 Irish Work and
Travel (J1IWT) program.
Irish General Consul,
Michael Lonergan began
the talk with a hopeful
message: Despite a high
unemployment rate, the
economy has improved
over the past 18 months.
Exports are growing at
record levels, and US
investment in Irish companies is high. And the
future looks bright for
another important reason.
For many years, Ireland
has invested heavily in its
education system producing exceptionally talented
and eager young workers.
Joe McCue couldn’t
agree more. Looking to
hire the best people for
IT contract labor company
Cue Data Services, Inc., he
found a number of Irish
people whose experience
and skills were just what
he was looking for. With
the generous support of
The American Ireland
Fund and the Irish Government’s Department
of Foreign Affairs’ Irish
Abroad Unit’s Emigrant
Support Program, the
IIIC is doing its part to
help other companies find

talented Irish workers by
matching students and
recent graduates with
year-long internships.
Megan Carroll, who
joined the IIIC’s J1 IWT
learning exchange program as director of intern
placements, believes the
program is a win-win
situation for everyone.
Host employers have a
choice of highly qualified
people pre-screened by
Megan and determined
to be a good match, at
no cost to the company.
“The program attracts
exceptional students from
top-tier universities,” says
Megan. Interns gain skills
and experience they can
put to good use when they
return home to Ireland.
One company that
knows the value of the
program first-hand is
Arbella Insurance, which
hired Brian Lyons to work
in its Human Resources
Department. Says Susan
Glynn, director of talent
development, “Our experience has been more
impressive than we had
hoped for. Brian adds
value; he is responsible,
welcoming and reaches
out to people. He is just the
type of person we need in
human resources.”
The Somerville-based
moving company Gentle
Giant has also had positive experiences with
IIIC’s J1 IWT interns.

Irish General Consul Michael Lonergan opened the IIIC Business Breakfast with a hopeful message on
the Irish economy.
Photo by James Cryan

They currently have two
working for them and
make it a point to hire
enthusiastic interns to
work in areas including
IT, web design and human
resources.
As people left for work,
there was general op-

timism about the Irish
economy and the J1-IWT
program.
Steve Greeley, executive director of The
American Ireland Fund,
expressed the Fund’s
optimism around the
program, saying, “We are

delighted to support this
important work. The skills
and level of expertise that
these interns bring is
terrific. In addition, they
will return to Ireland and
contribute to the recovery
of Ireland’s economy. It is
a win/win. The program is

truly a representation of
the special relationship
that the US and Ireland
have.” To learn more
about IIIC’s J1 IWT learning exchange program,
contact Megan Carroll at
617-542-7654, Ext. 23, or
at mcarroll@iiicenter.org.
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$513,275 in grants
from Irish government

Richard Gormley, president of the Co. Roscommon Association, presents a check for $1,000 to Rep. Ed
Coppinger, chairman of the Save the Irish Social Club effort. They are surrounded by members of the
Irish Social Club, which also received a $1,000 donation from the family of Lou Gorman.
								
Photo courtesy Mary Mulvey Jacobson

Irish Social Club fundraiser ‘unbelievable’
The Irish Social Club of
West Roxbury now boasts
over 800 members following a major fundraiser
at the club’s Park Street
location on Sat., Sept. 24.
The club, which closed
in April due to building
problems and a declining
membership, is now much
closer to re-opening, say

organizers of the comeback movement.
Saturday’s all-day event
brought in more than
1,000 guests and tens of
thousands of dollars in
revenue for h club, said
Mary Mulvey Jacobson,
who sits on the club’s
steering committee. “It
was unbelievable,” she

said. “The support from
the general community,
the Irish community … It
was fantastic.”
Included in the festivities was a raffle with
a $6,000 jackpot, which
was won by state Sen. Michael Rush, who promptly
donated the money back
to the club. That, too,

was “ unbelievable,” said
Jacobson, who credited
Mayor Thomas Menino’s
office for its help in securing permits for the event.
The club moved forward
with its reopening initiative on Sept. 30 when it
held officer elections.
- MIKE CAPRIO

Concannon fights
for Haiti’s causes
Editor’s Note: Because of an editing production
error, portions of the beginning of last month’s Page
One profile of Brian Concannon were missing from
the published text. Following in italics are the missing
paragraphs, bracketed by copy that did run last month
for purposes of context.

By Greg O’Brien
Special to the BIR

It may be hard to imagine any parallel between
Ireland and destitute, still earthquake-ravaged Haiti,
and yet there are any number: analogous gripping
histories of famine, long stretches of political and
economic repression, and the bad geographical luck of
being adjacent to a super power or dominant force that
presents undesirable attention. It is always difficult
fighting a bully in your own backyard.
Human rights attorney Brian Concannon wrote of

Brian Concannon: Human rights crusader

these dilemmas three years ago in the Boston Irish
Reporter and in the Boston Haitian Reporter. “Like the
British response to Ireland’s famine, bank programs
(in Haiti) do not rise to the need,” he wrote, predicting the inevitable in a column headlined: Eating Dirt
in Haiti and Ireland. “They are too late—they will not
provide relief for months, perhaps years. They are too

The Irish Government has continued its annual support for four local Irish groups from the “Emigrant Support Programme” with Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Trade recently announcing grants totaling $513,275
to Bay State groups: Irish International Immigration
Centre, $210,000; Irish Cultural Centre of New England, $110,000; Irish Pastoral Centre, $188,275 and
the Worcester Hibernian Cultural Foundation, $5,000.
At a ceremony in his Boston office, Consul General
Michael Lonergan said: “I am delighted that we can
demonstrate our continued commitment to the local
Irish organizations that provide such valuable services
to the local Irish and Irish-American communities
here in Boston.
“They do tremendous work on the ground dealing with
legal, welfare and health issues, as well as promoting
Irish culture in the region. I would like to congratulate
the successful applicants and look forward to working
closely with them in the coming year.”
*******
The Charitable Irish Society will honor five individuals at its 13th Silver Key Awards reception on
Tues., Oct. 17 (6 p.m.-8:30 p.m.) at the Massachusetts
Historical Society building. 1154 Boylston St. in the
Fenway. The recipients of Silver Keys “in recognition
of their outstanding contributions to the Irish community”: Sheila Gleeson, David Greaney, John and
Nancy Joyce, and Michael Sheehan.
*******
The Irish Pastoral Centre will host its annual banquet
on Fri.,, Oct. 14, from 7 p.m. to midnight at Florian
Hall, Dorchester. More details at ipcboston.org.
little—they stop where the requirements of helping poor
people conflict with the requirements of the bureaucrats’
economic theories. In the meantime, just as Ireland
exported food during a famine, Haiti will keep exporting money. So more Haitians will die of the diseases
of hunger, and more children will grow older without
going to school.”
There is yet another critical connection between Ireland and Haiti, and it is Brian Concannon.
Director of the Institute for Justice & Democracy In
Haiti, Concannon, 48, has devoted most of his adult
life to push for human rights for impoverished Haitians
and reforming long-standing US policies that have
undermined that Carribean nation for generations.
Newly based on Dorchester Avenue in Andrew Square
(a celebration of the move to 666 Dorchester Ave. will
be held on site on Wed., Sept. 14, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.),
the Institute has set its mission succinctly: “To work
with the people of Haiti in their non-violent struggle
for the consolidation of constitutional democracy, justice and human rights by distributing objective and
accurate information on human rights conditions in
Haiti, pursuing legal cases, and cooperating with human rights and solidarity groups in Haiti and abroad.”
.
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Galway lovers, Remembering a rare man
please take note
Joe Leary
Special to the BIR

By Ed Forry

The Coast Road out of Galway city along the northern shores of Galway Bay is always a pleasant drive.
The R336 passes through Barna, Furbo, and Killough,
and on through Spiddal, gradually
pulling away from the edge of the
bay, going inland towards Costelloe, and eventually on to Leenane
and the hills of Connemara.
It’s always a scenic drive, with
the family-run Standún store
(standun.com)in Spiddal a favorite destination, all just a short
drive out of the city.
And so there we were one
Ed Forry
Monday morning in September,
still standing after another wonderful, three-day
Irish wedding, driving the coast road even as “the
remnants” of Hurricane Katia was buffeting the
island with gale-force winds that were just below
hurricane force, yet still strong and continuous
enough to, um, notice.
We drove off the 336 right down to the beach at
Barna, there to join a few other brave (crazy?) souls
at the beach’s edge for a bit of a walk into the teeth
of the gale. It seemed at first as if we were walking
straight in to a scene in Wuthering Heights: The
wind, it did blow, but the rain, it never did come
down much that day. And the sun? Well, the sun
didn’t exactly come out, but it did play hide ‘n seek
with the always-moving Irish clouds.
And that walk along the beach parking lot, looking down at the roiling waters of Galway Bay was
invigorating, enlivening, and magical.
Who would want to go to Ireland and not experience
that little island’s ever-changing weather?
Back in town, the wonderful G Hotel, located just
as the Dublin Road (R338) finds its way past Lough
Alalia and out to Renmore and beyond, provided the
perfect counterpoint to a day in the elements.
“The g” is one of Ireland’s five-star hotels (voted
Ireland’s Number 1 hotel by Travel + Leisure magazine,) a modern edifice designed by the renowned
milliner and Galway native Philip Treacy. It has just
what every tourist-on-the-go seeks: great comfort,
airy and spacious rooms, terrific food – and easy,
ample, and free parking in a below- ground car park.
This month, “the g” was offering moderately priced
room rates, and currently, patrons can claim a third
complimentary night with a two-night stay.
Last month, the “Eye” cinema next door was drawing large crowds to screenings of an Irish movie that
was made in Galway. “The Guard” stars Brendan
Gleeson as a local cop whose beat includes the city and
the outskirts toward Connemara, with Don Cheadle
playing an FBI agent on the hunt for international
drug smugglers using Ireland as a transport point.
Said to have been “one of the biggest crowd pleasers”
at the 2011 Sundance film festival, the cast features
Fionnula Flanagan and many other readily recognized
Irish actors.
Back in Boston, the movie is still playing at several
screens, and much to my delight, it screens almost like
a travelogue from my week’s stay in Galway. Several
scenes were shot right in “the g” - in a bedroom and in
one of the fabulous hotel lounges. Another scene was
shot in the adjacent “Eddie Rockets,” an American
style hamburger joint right next door. There were
even brief shots of the Galway Cathdral and Eyre
Square, and several scenes were filmed on and near
the R336, the self-same Coast Road that had brought
such scenic pleasure during my trip.
For lovers of Galway, there’s still a chance to see
the Gleeson film; at press time, it was still playing
on five screens, including the Kendall in Cambridge,
Patriots Cinema at the Hingham Shipyard, and in
West Newton, Lexington, and Danvers.
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Sunday, Oct. 30, will mark the 10th anniversary of
the death of one of Boston’s true heroes: Dr. Thomas
S. Durant.
An extraordinary man in so many ways, Tom Durant brought happiness and comfort to thousands,
even tens of thousands, during his lifetime – not only
in Boston and Washington with the high and mighty
but also around the world in refugee camps in Cambodia, Vietnam, Rwanda,
Bosnia, Iraq, Somalia,
Afghanistan, the Sudan,
and many more.
Tom had gifts that few of
us have. He could be tough
as nails taking on authority figures who didn’t pay
enough attention to the
weaker and poorer among
us. And he was a humble
man, frequently taking the
11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift that
everyone else avoided. He
was the first to say, “I’ll
go” when a disaster of
Joe Leary
any kind presented itself.
Sometimes you might hear
that Tom had gone to the Middle East before a story
about a tragedy appeared in the press.
Yet throughout his life, a bright sharp humor came
forth with every step he took. Smiles and laughter lay
in his wake wherever he traveled.
For a look at this man of remarkable talents and
a truly caring nature, read the book “Bantamweight
Archangel: The Life and Afterlife of Thomas S. Durant,
MD” in which a group of mostly cynical newspaper
journalists whom Tom met at home in Boston and
during his medical travels around the world give their
impressions of this rare man. Two longtime Boston
Globe writers and editors, David Nyhan and Marty
Nolan, commissioned and edited most of the articles.
David was responsible for the title and Marty took over
the editing after David died. Both of these journalistic
giants loved and respected Tom Durant.
In addition, David Halberstam, Loretta McLaughlin,
Mike Barnicle, Kevin Cullen, Brian Mooney, none of
them easily fooled, have written warmly in praise of
Tom Durant.
The late Sen. Ted Kennedy, who became a good friend
of Tom’s after they met in Vietnam, also contributed
a heartfelt article.
In many ways, Dr. Durant still lives on. The memory
of the man is the spiritual force behind the Thomas
S. Durant, MD Fellowship in Refugee Medicine at
Massachusetts General Hospital, his home for most
of his doctoring life.

When Tom was in his
final days at the hospital, he laid the groundwork for the fellowship
that would be named
after him. Few at the
time thought the idea
would grow and contribute to world health as it
has. His close friends
Dr. Larry Ronan, now
the director of the fellowship program, and
Bill Reilly have made it
their mission to ensure
the program’s success.
Dr. Kris Olson of Dr. Thomas S. Durant
MGH was the first fellow selected and has
become a most loyal advocate. Two nurses, Grace M.
Deveny and Katherine T. Fallon, came next. They
have maintained close ties to the program and have
written about their experiences working with the
“Bantamweight Archangel.” Two MGH doctors, Ann
Y. Kao and Susan Tredwell, rounded out the first five
fellows to take on refugee missions as Durant Fellows
and they are now important figures in the program
with Dr. Ronan.
The idea behind the fellowship was to create a cadre
of MGH personnel who could, on a moment’s notice,
head for disaster areas as they occurred around the
world. After ten years, 21 Durant Fellows have, over
periods of six months and more, experienced the tragedies of the refugee camps and gained a clear sense
of the effort required to help meet medical needs on
the ground. They learned that ingenuity and a strong
constitution are essential elements for the tasks at
hand and that improvisation is required, given that
these camps rarely have full supplies of drugs and
medical equipment.
Eleven more Durant interns have experienced disaster coverage for shorter periods of time: in Haiti,
after the earthquake, at Banda Aceh in Southeast Asia
after the tsunami, in South America, and South Africa.
That’s 32 Dr. Durant/MGH clones to deal with the
years ahead.
Tom Durant would be very proud of this legacy if he
were alive to appreciate it, but you would never know.
He would laugh, tell some sort of a joke, and be on his
way to help someone else.
Those of us who were lucky enough to be his friends
are very fortunate that we came to know him and his
passions.
As Oct. 30 comes closer, let’s offer a prayer of gratitude that such a man walked among us.

Off the Bench

Best bet: one casino, for starters
By James W. Dolan
Special to the Reporter

Although not opposed to gambling, I am disappointed
that Massachusetts will soon be joining the casino
cavalcade. It is unfortunate we feel compelled to turn
to gambling to increase revenue and generate jobs.
I am proud of the commonwealth’s opposition to the
death penalty, restrictions on gun ownership, and its
efforts to promote universal health care and gay rights.
Such measures reflect
a generous spirit and
caring for others that
many other states
ignore.
I applaud the very
things about Massachusetts that Texas
Gov. Rick Perry rejects. His state is
proud of its record
number of executions,
gun culture, and willingness to tolerate underachieving schools
and a million residents without health
James W. Dolan
insurance.
Texans profess “love thy neighbor” while Massachusetts more actively promotes it.
Several persons in the audience at a recent Republican candidates’ debate shouted “let him die” when
the moderator posed the question of what to do when
a young man, who had chosen not to buy health insurance, arrived at the emergency room critically ill and
in a coma.
That he should suffer the consequences of his own
irresponsibility, even if it meant his death, was the
sentiment of many in the audience. For them health
care is a privilege, not a right.
Casino gambling is a pleasant, albeit unprofitable,
diversion for many. The operators are adept at creating
a sense of excitement. The illusion of one day striking
it rich has always proved an easy enticement. Cover
it with some glitz and glamor in an appealing setting
and they will come.

Some will be careful, others will not. Some will
know when to stop, others will not. Some will have
fun, others will leave depressed. They all know only a
few will get lucky.
Connecticut and Rhode Island are getting revenue
that should be ours, the argument goes. So we will build
three resort casinos and one slot parlor. Connecticut
and Rhode Island will then “double down” to hold their
customers while the remaining New England States
will find it necessary to compete.
Before you know it, New England has a dozen resort
casinos. What once was a thriving business for the few
becomes increasingly competitive and only marginally
successful for the many. There is a point of diminishing returns.
The regulars, many of whom can least afford it, keep
coming. They work the slots hour after hour, often losing more than they can afford. For many this is their
only entertainment. They are the poor, the elderly,
the lonely.
While they are entitled to have some fun and apparently enjoy a casino outing, I am troubled that the state
depends on their losses to generate revenue. The high
rollers presumably can afford it; the low rollers cannot.
Like alcohol, a little gambling is enjoyable and probably harmless but too much is a problem.
I would have preferred that we stay out of the gambling business. Even assuming some benefits, I question
the decision to saturate the state with three casinos
and one slot parlor. The wiser course, in my opinion,
would have been to start with one.
In response to budget constraints and job losses generated by the recession, political leaders have chosen
to spin the wheel in the hope of an easy fix. Without
careful analysis, they are gambling on casinos to help
solve our economic woes.
Paradoxically, casinos have become a last resort. As
the industry tries to combine gaming and Disneyworld
in an effort to attract customers, the state is taking a
chance that the public’s appetite for packaged hoopla
is insatiable.
Maybe so; they say the house always wins. But is that
without regard to the number of houses? We’ll find out.
James W. Dolan is a retired Dorchester District Court
judge who now practices law.
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POINT OF VIEW / PETER F. STEVENS

‘We look around for an Irishman’
Death penalty chronically tilted
against those at society’s bottom
By Peter F. Stevens
BIR Staff

There are two irrefutable facts about the death
penalty. If a mistake is made, it cannot be rectified;
the ultimate punishment is disproportionately administered to the poor and minorities. No matter one’s
view of capital punishment, those two truths stand.
When Troy Davis, an African American, was executed by lethal injection in Georgia last month for
the murder of off-duty police officer Mark MacPhail,
the case garnered nationwide attention, with many
contending that recanted eyewitness testimony along
with questionable forensics had raised the possibility
of doubt. The issue of fairness – cutting across racial
and class lines – bubbled up. While I make no pretense
of legal expertise in the matter of Davis’s guilt or innocence, a look back at history in these parts reveals
that there was day when being Irish shortened the
odds of getting the death penalty even when prosecutors had presented ethnic and religious bombast with
a paucity of evidence.
In the pages of the BIR, Bill O’Donnell and I have
written about the 1806 trial of two Boston Irish immigrants, Dominic Daley and James Halligan, who
were tried, convicted, and hanged in Northampton,
Massachusetts, for a savage murder they did not commit. Twenty-four witnesses stood ready to link Daley
and Halligan to the crime, a curious development, as
there were no actual eyewitnesses; additionally, no
physical evidence to link the Irishmen or anyone else to
the battered body of Marcus Lyon would be presented.
Lyon, a youthful farmer from Connecticut, was found
bobbing in the Chicopee River. A pistol ball had torn
into his ribcage, and his killer or killers had “smashed
his head to a pulp.”
Once local authorities fished the corpse from the river,
word of the murder spread throughout Western Massachusetts and across the New York and Connecticut
borders, and search parties tracked the Boston Post
Road, fields, and forests for “suspicious” men, especially
strangers. The constables prowled the region for two
burly men who looked like sailors and were headed
toward New York, following a “sighting” provided by a
local thirteen-year-old boy named Laertes Fuller, who
claimed to have spotted the pair near the murder site.
Sometime in late 1805, a search party rode upon
two men—34-year-old Dominic Daley and 27-yearold James Halligan—near Rye, New York. The duo’s
brogues and rough appearance made them instantly
suspicious to the constables. Daley and Halligan,
however, “made no kind of resistance but professed
innocence and willingness to be searched.” The constables answered by throwing the Irishmen in chains
and hauling them to a dark cell in Northampton.
Shortly after Daley and Halligan were imprisoned,

local authorities escorted young Fuller into the jail for
a look at the manacled suspects. The boy proclaimed
them to be the very men he had seen fleeing from the
purported crime scene.
For locals, mostly Protestant, an almost palpable
sense of relief greeted Fuller’s eyewitness identification.
The fact that the alleged killers were Irish assuaged
fears that one or more of the region’s native-born Protestant Americans had committed such a brutal act.
As a Massachusetts jurist would later contend, locals
preferred to believe that only “outsiders” could have
killed so savagely, and in early nineteenth-century
New England, Irish Catholic immigrants were the
quintessential outsiders.
When defense attorney Francis Blake’s turn came to
argue the case, he assailed all of the prosecution’s vague
testimony. He closed with a diatribe against the real
crux of the case: anti-Irish fervor. Blake railed at “the
inveterate hostility against the people of that wretched
country from which the prisoners have emigrated, for
which the prisoners have emigrated, for which the
people of New England are peculiarly distinguished.”
In his eloquent close, Blake intoned: “Pronounce
then a verdict against them! Tell them that with all
our boasted philanthropy, which embraces every circle
on the habitable globe, we have yet no mercy for a wandering and expatriated fugitive from Ireland. That the
name of an Irishman is, among us, but another name
for a robber and an assassin; that every man’s hand is
lifted against him; that when a crime of unexampled
atrocity is perpetuated among us, we look around for
an Irishman…and that the moment he is accused, he
is presumed to be guilty.”
Blake’s words fell upon deaf ears. In April 1806
in Northampton, more than 1,500 men, women, and
children ringed the scaffold upon which Dominic Daley
and James Halligan were dispatched by their nooses in
“a fearful dance of death.” The site of the hanging was
on the future grounds of Northampton State Hospital.
Many years later, a Western Massachusetts man
made a “deathbed confession” to the murder of Marcus
Lyon. The killer was the uncle of Laertes Fuller, whose
“identification” had doomed two innocent Irishmen to
the gallows.
This past June, Bill O’Donnell also wrote about the
sham trial and execution of John Gordon, a 29-yearold Irish immigrant who was hanged on Valentine’s
Day 1845, the last person executed in Rhode Island.
Gordon had left Ireland in 1843 to join his brothers
Nicholas and William in Cranston. Having arrived a
few years earlier, Nicholas owned a general store and a
tavern near a sprawling mill owned by Amasa Sprague,
who hailed from one of the state’s most prominent
Yankee families. Sprague was fighting to close down
the Gordons’ bar, charging that too many mill workers were coming to work drunk. Through family and

political connections, Sprague got his way in late 1843.
On Dec. 31, 1843, Amasa Sprague’s body was found
in Knightsville, Rhode Island. A bullet had slammed
into his arm, and his skull had been fractured in two
places. The police seized John Gordon the next day
because he had several times had words with Sprague.
Nicholas and William Gordon were also to be arrested
and face charges of murder, the crime presented as
“retaliation” for Sprague’s success in closing the tavern.
There was no eyewitness testimony, and the chief
“physical evidence” was a set of alleged bloodstains
that turned out to be red dye. Police had discovered
pieces of a gun near Sprague’s battered body. Several
prosecution witnesses claimed to have spotted one of
the Gordons carrying a gun days before the murder.
While a prostitute asserted that she knew the Gordons
and had heard one vowing to kill Sprague, she later
could not even identify which brother was which. It
also turned out that she worked for one of the presiding judges’ brother.
As with Dominic Daley and James Halligan, evidence
mattered little to the judges or jury in John Gordon’s
trial. Judge Job Durfee instructed the jurors – not
one of whom was Catholic, and certainly not Irish – to
“give greater weight to Yankee witnesses than Irish
witnesses.”
After a nine-day trial, with more than 100 witnesses,
John Gordon was sentenced to hang after a mere 75
minutes of deliberation by jurors. Gordon was “sent
off” by the noose at the state jail in Providence on Feb.
14, 1845. Thousands of Irish immigrants, many of
whom had raised money for the Gordons’ legal fees,
filed behind the horse-drawn hearse in the funeral
procession to a Pawtucket cemetery.
In an interview in April of this year with the Associated Press, Father Bernard Healey of the Providence
diocese, which had made an issue of the Gordon execution in seeking justice, made a statement and posed a
question: “John Gordon was put to death because he
was Catholic. “It was Catholics in the 19th century.
Who will it be this century?”
Earlier this year, Rhode Island Gov. Lincoln Chafee
issued an official pardon to John Gordon. In 1984,
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis had done the
same for Dominic Daley and James Halligan.
While the pardons were fitting, there is no rectifying
a death penalty after it has been administered. There
is also no denying that the death penalty unfolds all too
often along lines of ethnicity, race, class, and sometimes
religion. Like most, I struggle with the issue when
guilt is clear-cut. Still, when it appears that reasonable doubt exists and when that doubt emerges in a
system tilted against certain strata of society, what is
the harm in making sure that a potentially innocent
man or woman is not put to death too soon?
Again, whether or not Troy Davis was the actual
murderer of Mark MacPhail is something I certainly
can’t answer, and the slain officer’s family has every
right to believe that justice was served. I can’t help
but wonder, however, if Troy Davis is today’s Daley,
Halligan, or Gordon.
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If you’re looking for a fair shake in life,
then Tommy Lyons is your go-to man
By Greg O’Brien
Special to the BIR

South Boston is a long way from
Windsor Castle, farther culturally than
in miles. And yet the two are bonded in
the eyes of Southie native Tom Lyons,
MassHousing’s Manager of Community
Services, former City of Boston Deputy
Commissioner for Veterans, former
Executive Director of the New England
Shelter for Homeless Veterans, and a
Marine Corps veteran of the Vietnam
War.
Lyons has difficulty finding the right
words to describe what he sees as an
empathy between Southie and British
royalty. For years, he endured a paralyzing speech impediment like that of the
late King George VI, who overcame a
paralyzing stammer with the same sort
of courage, perseverance, and strategies
that Lyons used to overcome his stuttering and attain a calm, deliberate cadence
of speech that defines him today in ways
that give voice to others.
Like George VI as portrayed in the Oscar-winning movie “The King’s Speech,”
Lyons transformed his weakness into a
strength of character.
And whether you are the man who
would be king or the son of a Boston laborer, if you cannot string two seamless
sentences together as a child, life can be
as threatening as the Tower of London.
“The movie brought me back to the
streets of Southie,” says Lyons from his
office on the 28th floor of One Beacon
Street that affords a regal view of the
city and Boston Harbor. “Like George
VI, I had to cut sentences down to just
two or three words at a time.”
Lyons remembers those frightful days
facing the bullies on the street corner.
“There were only a few ways to overcome
stuttering in my neighborhood,” he recalls. “You could fight every day when
someone made fun of you, or stay at
home or be alone, or find some of the best
friends in the world to stand with you.”
Childhood buddies like Tommy
Steiner, Peter Finnegan, Dennis Callanan, and “Paulie” Evans, the retired
Boston Police Commissioner, still stand
with Lyons and communicate regularly.
“Along with my parents, brothers and
sisters, they were my backbone growing
up,” he says.
Lyons, “Tommy,” to his friends, turned
to sports in school as an “equalizer,” his
way, he says, of defining his persona with
grace. He was a star pitcher at South
Boston High School, threw a no-hitter
his senior year against Brighton, played
tight end in the grueling Boston Park
League, and was offered tryouts with
the Red Sox, Yankees, and Washington
Senators. Not bad for a guy who would
have had trouble announcing a line-up
card.
Still the intimidation at St. Brigid’s
School on Broadway was menacing, even
under the supervision of the Sisters of St.
Joseph. “I used to sit in the classroom in
a cold sweat, waiting for the teacher to
call on me to read a paragraph,” he says.
“I used to count the seats in front of me,
and try to anticipate the graph that I’d
be called on to read. There were always
simple words that I just couldn’t get
out. There was nothing in those days to
help someone get through the laughing
and snickering. But ultimately it made
me confident, rather than forever selfconscious. In time, I understood what it
was, and how to overcome it.”
The inner grit and determination
shaped Lyons for a lifetime, sensitizing
him to others in need. Lyons, 62, has done
more for the cause of veterans, the homeless, and individuals just looking for a
fair shake in life than perhaps anyone in
Boston today. Recently US Department
of Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric K.
Shinseki, a retired U.S. Army General,
appointed Lyons to a national advisory
committee on homeless veterans. In
November, he will be honored in New
York with the prestigious “Marine for
Life” award, presented annually “to an
individual who has personified distinguished service to the nation, driven by
moral and ethical values that are the
pride and strength of the United States
Marine Corps.” Past recipients include

Tommy Lyons: “Sensitized to others in need”

Gen. Jim Jones, former supreme allied
commander of NATO, New York Police
Commissioner Ray Kelly, and US Senator Jim Webb, a West Virginia Democrat
and noted journalist and author. In his
day job, Lyons manages community
services for MassHousing (The Massachusetts Housing Financing Agency),
an independent quasi-public agency—a
national role model that over the years
has provided more than $13 billion in
affordable housing with loans to lowand-moderate income home buyers,
home owners and developers who build
or preserve affordable or mixed-income
rental housing.
That’s a long-winded way of saying
that Lyons, a father of three who has the
diction now of a seasoned public speaker,
has hit his stride. George VI would be
duly impressed.
One of six siblings, Lyons is a blend
of his parents, both raised in South
Boston and both second generation Irish
Americans—his late father Tom with
Cork farming roots, and his late mother
Evelyn (Ryan) with a Galway family tree,
neither of them with college degrees. His
father, who was skilled with his hands,
quit high school to join the Coast Guard
to patrol the Atlantic shoreline during
World War II. His mother, a woman
small in stature but large in spirit, was
an avid Red Sox and Bruin fan and a
homemaker until Lyons’s dad died in his
late 50s of a Parkinson -related illness.
She was caretaker for him, as well as
for her youngest son, Kenny, who was
stricken with severe Down Syndrome
and left unable to walk or talk.
“I remember this determined 4-foot-8
woman carrying her son on her back up
the stairs,” Lyons says.
His blue-collar parents were strict, and
they taught respect, right from wrong,
and the importance of education. Lyons’s
father was a gregarious man, who liked
to entertain by singing and dancing at
local minstrel shows. Like many Irishmen of his era, he fought the bottle, Lyons

says. “Friday night was payday, and he
always came home with a package on,” he
notes. “As my father got older, he began
to recognize what alcoholism can do to a
family. He recognized his problem and
he outright quit. Just stopped. It showed
great courage and taught commitment to
family and others. He stopped drinking
when I was 11, and never took another
drink for 23 years until he died.”
Lyons is at peace talking about his
youth. The purpose is not to describe
how bad it was, but to paint a word
picture of how one rises above the ashes
of an earlier time in life. He teaches by
example that life is not measured by a
resume, a stock portfolio, or a W2; it is
defined by the depth of one’s soul.
After high school, and with the realization that ballplayers had to hit the
curve in the majors, Lyons and five of
his Southie friends, including Evans,
entered the Marine Corps on the “buddy
system.” There was no money in the
till for college, so they all shipped off
for Parris Island, then Vietnam, where
they patrolled the DMZ. Marine recruiters never had a problem making their
numbers in Southie. But Lyons lost many
friends in the war; by count, 25 of them
from Southie.
After the war, he worked for 16 years as
a laborer with Boston Edison, “running
a jack hammer, laying cable, and working in every crazy, ugly manhole in the
city.” Ultimately, the blisters inspired
him to trade a shovel for a textbook, and
so he worked nights in the ditches and
attended the old Boston State during the
day to earn a degree in urban planning.
He was also becoming more thoughtful about other areas of life. Ten years
after his Vietnam tour of duty, he and
other local vets organized a special Mass
and breakfast for Southie families and
friends who lost loved ones in the war.
“I left the breakfast that day thinking
of all the families dealing with losses
and the unjust stereotype of the war,”
he says. The reflection led to the creation

of the South Boston Vietnam Veterans
Memorial at M Street Park in South
Boston. Lyons created a subcommittee,
including his cousin Henry Carroll, that
raised $30,000 in donations and built
the memorial, believed to be the first
such Vietnam War remembrance in the
country. “If you forget my death, then
I died in vain,” reads the inscription at
the base of the memorial.
Says Lyons of the memorial, “We
wanted to honor those who served in the
war, not to apologize for it. A lot of good
men gave their lives for their country,
and their families are still paying the
price.”
Lyons’s work and commitment caught
the attention of Southie neighbor Ray
Flynn, who, as mayor, offered him a
city hall job as deputy commissioner for
Veteran Services. Lyons left the post ten
years later to become executive director
of the New England Shelter for Homeless
Veterans. In 2002, he joined MassHousing as manager of community services.
At MassHousing, he has built up a range
of accomplishments, including his good
work helping to create the groundbreaking “Home for the Brave” program that
offers affordable mortgages and special
services for qualified veterans.
When the program was announced
three years ago, Gov. Deval Patrick
said of the initiative, “Brave men and
women from Massachusetts are serving
their country overseas to fight for our
freedom and to protect our way of life.
They deserve every opportunity to live
the American Dream, and this program
will help deserving veterans do just that.”
Family has always been a core value
with Lyons. He and his wife of 24 years,
Jean, a program analyst at Raytheon,
raised three children in Wakefield. His
son Todd, 37, who served in the Air Force
in special operations in Afghanistan, is
now a federal agent in Dallas with the
US Immigration Custom Enforcement
(ICE); his daughter, Sarah, 23, is earning a master’s degree in rehabilitation
counseling; and daughter Maura, 21, is
a senior at Emerson College in creative
theater arts education. “It’s a great training arena for her,” he says.
Lyons has always been one to stand
in the arena, at home and at work, always pressing on. He has exceptional
role models, and points in his office to a
prominently framed copy of a Theodore
Roosevelt speech delivered at the Sorbonne in Paris on April 23, 1910. Lyons
reads at a confident pace; for him it is
a familiar excerpt, but one with new
meaning for an observer when measured against Lyons, one that deserves
further reflection through the prism of
society today.
“It is not the critic who counts; not the
man who points out how the strong man
stumbles, or where the doer of deeds
could have done them better. The credit
belongs to the man who is actually in the
arena, whose face is marred by dust and
sweat and blood; who strives valiantly;
who errs, who comes up short again
and again, because there is no effort
without error and shortcoming; but who
does actually strive to do the deeds; who
knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself to a worthy
cause; who at best knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement, and who
at worst, if he fails, at least fails while
daring greatly…”
Lyons is quick to deflect all the accolades. Recently, he was honored by the
University of Massachusetts with the
Robert H. Quinn Award for Outstanding Community Service for his 30 years
of work on behalf of veterans and their
families.
“Many try to thank me ‘for all the
favors’ on behalf of veterans,” he says,
sitting at his desk late on a September
afternoon with a distant view of Southie
“These are not favors. There are no IOUs
hanging in my closet. This is just what
I wanted to do with my life.”
Now that’s a statement, clean in
construction and eloquent to the heart.
Greg O’Brien is president of Stony
Brook Group, a publishing and political/communications strategy company
based on Cape Cod.
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Boston Irish Reporter’s Here & There
By Bill O’Donnell

Peace Walls’ Days May Be Numbered –When
the first peace walls were erected in 1969, they were
intended to be temporary. A British general at the time
said, “The peace line will be a very, very temporary
affair. We will not have a Berlin Wall or anything like
that in this city.” That was then and over 40 years on
there are 42 so-called peace walls to separate the two
major traditions in the six counties, the most famous
being the wall that divides loyalist Shankill Road and
republican Falls Road in West Belfast. There had been
the occasional query from some interfaces about the possibility of “doing something” about
the peace walls, but until early
last month the issue languished.
Belfast Alliance Councillor Tom
Ekin proposed a motion to seriously develop a strategy and the
City Council —all parties —readily
and historically agreed.
The core of Ekin’s motion called
on the council “to demonstrate
true civic leadership by agreeing to
tackle one of the biggest problems
Bill O’Donnell
which affects all of the citizens of
the city.” The peace walls, noted
the councillor, “increase alienation and inhibit regeneration.” A key motivating factor in the new attitude
towards the walls may well have been the June riots
in east Belfast, which were some of the worst since
the Good Friday agreement. In any event, nothing will
happen until the community at large has had its say
on this decades-old, divisive issue.
Anglo Irish Bank Cashing Out – Many people in
Ireland from bankers to the average punter believe
that Anglo Irish and its free-for-all lending practices
was a major contributor to the 2008 Irish economic
meltdown. But amid the chaos and non-conforming
loans that precipitated nationalization by the government, Anglo Irish had accumulated some prime real
estate holdings that are moderately attractive to larger
banks. And much of that business, estimated at nearly
$10 billion and still considered solid, is here in the US,
in greater Boston.
Just last month JPMorgan Chase and Wells Fargo
were among major investment banks that made bids to
buy portions of Anglo Irish Bank’s US property loans.
According to a report in the Boston Business Journal,
one of Anglo’s properties is the Mandarin Oriental
Hotel in Boston and there are other commercial real
estate holdings owned by the Bulfinch Company and
the Mayo Group.
In two related stories, Anglo Irish Bank is charging
its former chief executive, Michael Drumm, now living
near Boston, of fraud committed during his tenure in
Boston leading the bank’s US loan division. A week after
publicly accusing Drumm, Anglo’s current chief executive pledged to actively pursue Drumm and any bank
funds that legitimately belong to the Irish taxpayers.
McGuinness Makes a Move – Martin McGuinness
made dramatic news on Sept. 18 when he announced
that he will be Sinn Fein’s candidate for president in
next month’s election. It is expected McGuinness will
take a leave of absence from his position as Northern
Ireland deputy first minister to campaign for the
presidency. Leading up to McGuinness’s move, it had
been the oddest Irish presidential election campaign in
decades. Fianna Fail, in redemption mode and afraid of
a drubbing at the polls on October 27, does not have a
candidate in the race. The Irish Labour Party’s candidate is that veteran rogue, Michael D. Higgins, who
is leading in the polling with 36 percent; Fine Gael’s
nominee is another familiar face, Gay Mitchell, who
was far from his party’s unanimous choice, and is
running second to Higgins with 24 percent; two independents, Sean Gallagher at 21 percent and Mary
Davis at 19 percent are trailing. However, it is worth
remembering that with less than a month to go, a third
of Irish voters have not made up their mind or would
prefer someone not on the ballot. And fully one-third
of the electorate don’t believe the president’s job is all
that important.
I slightly know two of the candidates, Higgins and
Mitchell. I had a photo taken with Mitchell years ago
that I’ll go looking for just in case. My initial meeting with the entertaining Mr. Higgins was in Boston
20 years ago when he was a visiting dignitary at our
Boston Trade Festivals at the World Trade Center. On
propinquity alone, I would vote, if I could, for Michael
D. He would be a different kind of president from the
two distinguished women who preceded him. He might
even shake up the Aras a bit.
The Off Shore Conundrum – Here in the US we
are constantly being reminded by political candidates
of the tax revenues and jobs lost when an American
multi-national closes a plant here and heads to Asia
or Latin America or other low-wage corporate operations. Two companies in Ireland, one in Waterford, the
other in Carrick-on-Shannon, recently experienced
similar fates and a combined job loss of 1,350 jobs.
Both the call center in Waterford and the credit card
clearing house in Carrick-on-Shannon were considered
exemplary work forces, competent, skilled when they
had to be, and reliable.
But the question from afar is: Why did they leave?
And the answer given, here or there, is almost always the same in every situation: cheaper employee
and operating costs. At the 600-employee Waterford
operation, the Irish workers’ annual wages were up
to 30,000 euro, or $41,000. The same job in India or

the Philippines has an annual wage of less than 2,400
euro, or $3,300. Don’t call in the CPAs. The difference
per worker is $37,700 each year. And $37,700 x 600 is
$22,620,000. This is the dollar amount the company
will save on employee wages alone in a single year.
One answer, or at least an emerging answer in Ireland, to the globalization threat is lifetime learning
or the continuing upgrading of worker skill levels to
make them more attractive to potential employers and
investors, domestic or international.
Did You Know … that Ned Kelly (1854-1880) was
the son of a convict exiled to Australia who took up the
family trade that included robbing banks and killing
policemen? He became an iconic figure, remembered
after his hanging as a Robin Hood or Jesse James-type
character who clashed with British colonial forces and
became a legend among the rural Irish underclass.
In August of this year, his body was discovered in a
prison’s mass grave and DNA confirmed the remains
as Kelly’s. “As game as Ned Kelly” is now a common
expression in Australia.
The 2 Billion Euro Question – The question simply
stated is: Will agreements made by the Khadafy government in Libya be binding on the rebel forces there
once the government changes? The agreement calls
for Libya to pay victims of the IRA somewhere in the
vicinity of 2 billion euro ($2.7 billion) in reparations
for the Libyan Semtex explosives used by the provos
during the Troubles.
British Prime Minister David Cameron certainly
believes that an agreement continues to exist, saying
compensation for IRA bombing victims “was a vitally
important issue” and high up in his priorities. Adding
pressure to the British government are plans to have
a delegation of IRA victims visit Libya to press their
case and show solidarity with the rebel insurgents.
The original negotiated agreement in which Moammar Khadafy promised the payment was made by the
Libyan leader back in the day when he was sanitizing
his relationship with the West and attempting to portray Libya and its leadership as responsible members
of the world community.
Turf War: Conservation vs. Culture – A smoldering dispute between rural turf-cutters and the Irish
government is threatening to become a cause celebre
as the March 2012 ban on cutting turf on bogs designated as Special Areas of Conservation moves closer.
For centuries, families have harvested turf and the
practice has provided a social outlet over the summer
and an important source of fuel for the rural Irish.
County Kerry turf-cutters have become the voice of
many across the west and the midlands in the struggle
against what they see as unnecessary regulations and
a threat to an age-old heritage. As one Kerry native
told The Kerryman newspaper, “I’ve cut on the bog all
my life and my family have the plot since 1911. This
affects families, most of us are descendants of small
holders ... turf-cutting is in our blood. They talk about
plots on other bogs far away, but that’s no use to us.
This is our home and the only turf cut is burnt no more
than hundreds of yards away from the bog.”
Turf-cutters argue that they are the victims of their
own success —working to preserve the bog for so long
through careful, caring management of the cutting
over the generations.
The Economic Front – While the European Union
keeps a close eye on the perilous day- to-day situation in
Greece, Ireland has lately displayed some encouraging
signs of financial stability. Inflation in Ireland slowed
to 2.2 percent in August, just barely over the official
target of 2 percent. Britain, on the other hand had an
August inflation rate of 4.5 percent.
There was also some good news for Irish homeowners
as the European Central Bank moved to keep interest rates at historic lows. The action by the ECB was
not unexpected given the level of debt and current
low consumer confidence. There was a note of caution
from the outgoing ECB president, who said that the
European economy faces “particularly high uncertainty
and intensified downside risks.”
The European Commission also had words of praise
for Ireland’s handling of the bailout loan agreement,
citing the successful recapitalization of the banks at
a lower cost than had been projected. Irish Finance
Minister Michael Noonan described the Irish program
as being “well on track.”
Not all anniversaries are keepers – It was ten
years ago last month when the schoolgirls at Holy Cross
School in north Belfast were under daily attack. It’s
hard to even write that line, but the thought that little
girls, pre-teens being the oldest, were subject to verbal
abuse and physical attacks by loyalist “protestors,”
many of whom lived in adjacent middle class homes
surrounding the Catholic school, is almost impossible
to imagine.
Think of it: You’re ten years old and to get to your
elementary school each morning you have to run a
gauntlet of thrown bottles, bricks, and other missiles.
Separating the schoolgirls from the attackers, many
screaming expletives, were a line of RUC police forming
what became known as the “corridor of hate.”

Sometime after the daily confrontations stopped,
several Boston area members of the “Friends of Belfast”
and I were privileged to visit Holy Cross and speak
with teachers and look in on classroom exercises. Even
today it is hard to get a grasp on the reality that the
wee children who sat at desks facing us, scrubbed and
innocent to all appearances, had been so tormented by
their neighbors. But doubters have only to view the
archived television footage of the notorious events of
those weeks in 2001.
For anyone who cares to look deeper into those terrible
days of a decade ago, there is a marvelous (and, yes,
triumphant) account in a first rate book by journalist
Anne Cadwallader, “Holy Cross: The Untold Story.”
Random Acts, Hints Of Hope – Nobody who has
lived through the long years of the Troubles expects
the new era of peace to be a walk in the park, and it
certainly hasn’t been. But there are moments that buoy
the spirit and cast a positive glow on the business of
learning to live together.
They caught some flak from their own for a simple
act, but what resonates at the end of the day is that two
senior Ulster Unionists, UUP Leader Tom Elliott and
Northern Minister for Regional Development Danny
Kennedy, acted with compassion and courage. Their
sin, according to the Orange Order, of which both are
members: Attending the funeral Mass for murdered
constable Ronan Kerr. The good news is that the
Orange Lodge that filed the complaint against the
two men was the only lodge in the North to complain.
Some history was made in the small south Limerick
village of Galbally in late August when the townspeople
staged their first cricket match in over a century. Incidentally, Galbally, on the Limerick-Tipp border, is
steeped in a long and proud GAA tradition but hosted the
exhibition by the newly created Thurles Cricket Club.
In Derry last month, more than 100 police officers
from the PSNI signed up to learn Irish. Ulster Unionist
Basil McCrea attended the event, which was billed as
a good faith bid to remove the Gaelic language from the
political divisions of the past. The plan, supported by
the Northern Cultural Minister, hopes to create 1,000
new Irish speakers by 2015.
At the recent Sinn Fein Ard Fheis, Presbyterian
minister David Latimer became the first Protestant
clergyman from the North to address a Sinn Fein
conference. Latimer called Deputy First Minister
McGuinness “one of the true great leaders of modern
times.” McGuinness returned the favor by referring to
the unionists as “brothers and sisters to be loved and
cherished.”
RANDOM CLIPPINGS
After six months on the job as coalition leaders,
Enda Kenny and his Fine Gael party continue to enjoy
solid public support at 44 percent, up from 36 percent;
Fianna Fail is at 15 percent, down slightly; Sinn Fein
is up at 13 percent; and coalition partner Labour is at
12 percent, dwon from 19 percent. … Northern Irish
police, in demanding access to media footage from riots,
are setting a dangerous precedent and a direct threat
to photographers and other journalists. … The strangest story to appear in any Irish media in recent years
was the revelation that “The Ginger Man” author JP
Donleavy’s two daughters were fathered not by the
writer but by the Guinness brothers. … Anybody who
buys the AT&T spin that their merger with T-Mobile
will benefit their customers has never done business
with the telephone giant. … We have National Grid
and never lost power during Hurricane Irene, so it’s
nothing personal, but I thought the comments by and
attitude of Marcy Reed, president of the company’s
Bay State operations, were arrogant and self-serving.
Caught growing cannabis in his garden by police,
Sneem resident Tom Scott had a reasonable response
to the charge, saying the pot was for his own personal
use. A slight problem: the pot, some 354 plants, was
worth $194,000. Busted! … Lawyers are paid fees as
they work for different clients on a case-by-case basis.
Irish lawyers working briefly for the Moriarty Tribunal
all received liberal fees, some as high as thousands per
day. Their newest wrinkle: seeking “severance pay” Yes,
severance! … The three major Irish agencies reaching
out to immigrants in the Bay State received more than
over $500,000 from the Irish government to help with
their good works. … Aer Lingus is 25 percent owned by
the government but can be bought if the price is right.
… It was a tight race, but Killarney beat out Tralee
as the location for the new GAA Museum, which will
be sited at the town’s Fitzgerald Stadium. … It has
been confirmed that the late Brian Lenihan, finance
minister during the bailout, was strong-armed by the
president of the European Central Bank into agreeing
to the bailout terms even as he was struggling with the
terminal cancer that killed him.
The Irish golfer Darren Clarke had a great summer in winning the British Open. It got even better
when the retail chain, Sports Direct, gifted him with
a $3 million bonus. … An Irish-owned travel company
(hihohotels.com) is an instant major player in the
hospitality industry with links to more than 100,000
hotels in 14,000 locations worldwide.
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Irish International Immigrant Center
An agency accredited by US Department of Justice
100 Franklin Street, Boston, MA 02110
Telephone (617) 542-7654 Fax (617) 542-7655
Website:iiicenter.org Email: immigration@iiicenter.org
The Taste of Ireland
in Brighton – October
30, Brighton Elks Lodge
325 Washington Street,
Brighton
Come along for some
great music, local restaurants from the area, and
arts and crafts for children. Noon through 5 p.m.
Solas Awards Celebration -- December 2,
at the John F. Kennedy
Library and Museum.
An Irish Tribute to
Successful Immigrants:
Honoring:
The Rev. Daniel J.
Finn, pastor, Saint Ambrose and St. Mark’s Catholic Parishes; Co-Founder
and Board Member, Irish
Pastoral Centre.
Ralph de la Torre,
MD, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Steward Health Care System
LLC; Chief Executive
Officer, Caritas Christi
Health Care; Founder,
Cardiovascular Institute

at Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center; Founder,
Cardiovascular Management Associates.
Eva A. Millona, Esq.,
Executive Director, Massachusetts Immigrant
and Refugee Advocacy
Coalition (MIRA) and Cochair of Governor’s Advisory Council on Refugees
and Immigrants.
Program Updates –
The Irish International
Immigrant Center provides free, professional,
and confidential legal assistance on immigration
and citizenship.   For free
assistance with legal immigration and citizenship
questions please attend
one of our free weekly
legal clinics and meet
with our dedicated and
experienced immigration
attorneys and citizenship
experts. Upcoming Free
Legal Clinics:
Oct. 4, 4 p.m.: At the
Center - 100 Franklin St.
Boston (entrance at 60

Arch Street)
Oct. 25, 6 p.m.: The
South Boston Labouré
Center, 275 West Broadway, South Boston
Nov. 7, 6:30 p.m.: The
Green Briar Pub, 304
Washington St., Brighton
Citizenship Services
– Take the first step on
becoming a US citizen by
calling IIIC Citizenship
Specialist John Rattigan
at 617-542-7654. We will
do our best to help you.
Wellness – Free Health
Screening: Wed., Nov. 2,
10:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Cholesterol, blood sugar
& blood pressure, dentist
screenings & Q&A on
health insurance and access issues. Open to all,
please make an appointment, walk-ins welcome.
Free STOP Smoking Support Group with free nicotine patches: The group
will meet once a week at
the IIIC for 6 weeks starting on Thurs., Oct. 13,
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. and

running until Nov. 17. We
are delighted to announce
that The Boston Public
Health Commission will
be sponsoring a free stop
smoking group for clients,
staff & friends of the IIIC.
This six-week session
will include free nicotine
patches (*for those who
medically qualify) and
counseling. If you have
been thinking about quitting the smokes and wondering how to go about it,
now is the time to join us.
Other free courses being offered: Computer
skills course; Navigating
US school admissions
designed for Irish immigrants; QPR suicide
prevention workshops
(coming this fall).
For more information
or registration for all
Wellness and Education
programs please contact
Kielan O’Boyle at koboyle@iiicenter.org or 617
542-7654, Ext. 42.

Tánaiste presents the first
Certificate of Irish Heritage
QUEENS, N.Y – Ireland’s Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Trade Eamon Gilmore
T.D. recently presented
the first Certificate of Irish
Heritage to the family of
Joseph (Joe) Hunter, a
New York fireman who
lost his life in the 9/11
terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center.
The Certificate of Irish
Heritage aims to recognize those of Irish heritage
in an official way and
give greater practical
expression to the sense
of Irish identity felt by
many around the world
who might not otherwise
be able to do so.
The Hunter family ceremony took place in the
Firehouse of Squad 288 in
Maspeth, Queens, before
a group that included
the Hunter family, colleagues from Squad 288,
and the chief of the Fire

Irish Minister for Foreign Affairs Eamon Gilmore presents the Heritage Certificate to Bridget Hunter, the mother of Joseph (Joe) Hunter, as FDNY Chief
Edward Kilduff looks on.

Department of New York,
Edward S. Kilduff.   In
presenting the Certificate
to Joe’s mother Bridget,

Immigration and
Citizenship Services Free Legal Clinics:
Oct. 4, 4 p.m.: At the Center - 100
Franklin St. Boston (entrance at 60
Arch Street)
Oct. 25, 6 p.m.: The South Boston
Labouré Center, 275 West Broadway,
South Boston
Nov. 7, 6:30 p.m.: The Green Briar
Pub, 304 Washington St., Brighton

the Tánaiste recalled
the long links between
Irish emigrants and the
emergency services, particularly the Fire Service;
“Generations of Irish
have been proud and
privileged to serve with
New York’s finest – in
the Fire Department, the
NYPD, and other emer-

Where in the
World
Can You Find
News about
Ourselves
& Our Town
BostonIrish.com

gency services. They are
a part of the special Irish
contribution to this great
country and city. We in
Ireland felt the pain and
loss of all Americans in
the obscenity of 9/11 but
we felt a particular pain in
our hearts for those brave
men and women of Irish
heritage who lost their
lives on that day.”
Speaking after receiving the Certificate, Ms
Hunter said that “Joseph
was very proud of his Irish
roots and in continuing
the brave and selfless
tradition of service given
by the Irish to the FDNY.
He would have been very
honored to receive the first
Certificate.”

FOLEY LAW OFFICES, P.C.
Attorney John Philip Foley

Permanent Residency & Citizenship • Family & Business
Immigration • Labor Certification & Temporary Visas
ALL Nationalities & AILA Members

Worldwide at www.bostonirish.com

Immigration Q & A

Be very careful
when seeking
help with paperwork
Q. I plan to file an application for legal permanent
residence in the US. A friend of mine said I should go
to somebody she knows, who supposedly would help
me with all the paperwork for much less than an immigration lawyer would charge. Does this make sense?
A. No, it does not. Incompetence and fraud in the
provision of assistance in immigration cases are a big
problem, and you need to be on your guard against
them.
Often we at the Irish International Immigrant
Center see people at our legal clinics who have paid
non-lawyer so-called “experts” or “consultants” (including “notarios,” who in the US are not allowed to
provide legal advice) to help them with immigration
applications, only to receive incorrect advice. It also
is common for people to search the Internet for assistance with their cases, only to receive outdated or
false information.
Often it is too late for us to help them, as they have
missed crucial deadlines to file paperwork with the
immigration authorities or to appeal adverse decisions. And sometimes they never were eligible to
receive a particular immigration benefit in the first
place, and by relying on incompetent advice to the
contrary they have rendered themselves vulnerable
to removal from the US.
Outright fraudulent immigration assistance also is
a major problem. US Immigration and Customs Enforcement and the US Justice Department frequently
initiate prosecutions against “consultants” and even
lawyers for filing immigration applications based on
false information. Defendants convicted in such cases
could be sentenced to up to five years in federal prison.
Needless to say, the immigrants involved are not going to receive the benefits they applied for; instead,
they most likely will be subject to deportation, if not
criminal prosecution.   
The solution is to make sure that you consult with
someone who is professionally qualified to help you.
If you come to one of our legal clinics, you will be able
to have a free, confidential consultation about your
situation with a fully qualified immigration lawyer or
a representative accredited by the Board of Immigration Appeals in the US Department of Justice. IIIC
legal staff members are able to assist with the filing
and processing of many types of applications. If your
case is more complex (involving court proceedings or
appeals, for example) and you need to be represented
by a lawyer in the New England area, we can refer
you to a reputable person whose work is well known
to us. We also can make referrals to lawyers specializing in other fields such as criminal, employment,
and domestic relations law.
If you need an immigration lawyer in another part
of the country, you should make sure that he or she
is a member of the professional association in this
field, the American Immigration Lawyers Association
(AILA). You also can contact the state bar to determine whether a particular lawyer is in good standing.
It is extremely important to stop incompetent or
dishonest people from preying on immigrants. In Massachusetts, you can file a complaint about such people
with the Attorney General: Office of the Attorney
General, Consumer Complaint and Information Section, One Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108-1698.
There is a form for such complaints; it may be
obtained at mass.gov/Cago/docs/Consumer/consumercomplaintform.pdf, or by calling 617-727-8400.
Other states will have similar procedures; you can
learn about them by searching the Internet for the
sites of the various state attorneys general.
Disclaimer: These articles are published to inform
generally, not to advise in individual cases. Areas of
law are rapidly changing. US Citizenship and Immigration Services and the US Department of State
regularly amend regulations and alter processing and
filing procedures. For legal advice seek the assistance
of an IIIC immigration specialist or an immigration
attorney.

Large Format Printing
Billboards • Banners
1022 Morrissey Boulevard, Dorchester
617-282-2100
carrolladvertising.com
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BRETT’S BOSTON
By Harry Brett

Exclusive photos of Boston Irish people & events

H

undreds turned out on Sept. 24 for a
successful fundraiser intended to save
the Irish Social Club in West Roxbury.
The event is part of a larger effort to keep the
popular club’s headquarters open permanently
through new membership and funding. The
grand prize raffle winner— $6,000— was
State Senator Michael Rush, who is currently
serving in Iraq. The senator has donated those
funds back to the ‘Save The Irish Social Club’
organization.
1.) Sheila O’Brien, Brighton; John Joyce,
Dorchester; 2.) Joanne and Jim Rowley, W.
Roxbury; 3.) Doug Shields, Millis; Laura Houlihan, Stoneham; 4.) Mary Mulvy Jacobson,
steering committee; State rep. Ed Coppinger;
5) Donna and Jack Miller, W. Roxbury; 6.) Mike
and Carol Dwyer, Melrose; 7.) Jane and Pat
Jenninge, Westwood; 8.) Tom Clifford, Ireland
on the Move; Judy Fitzgerald, W. Roxbury;
Dr. Bill O’Connell, chairman of Deer Island
Irish Memorial; 9.) Brendan Kelliher, Brookline; WWII vet Tom Maloney, W. Roxbury; 10.)
Majella Keane, W. Roxbury; Andy and Anne
Dermody, Co. Carlow, Ireland; 11.) Karen and
Jennifer O’Brien, Randolph; Joseph Perriotta,
Randolph; 12.) John Regan, Chief of Staff,
representing Sen. Rush; Jim Calvey, committee menber; Ed Copinger, State rep. and fundraising committee chair; 13.) Sean McKenna,
committee secretary; Richie Gormley, Pres. of
Roscommon Assoc. of Boston; Kathleen Adams,
committee member.
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Boston Irish Arts,
Entertainment,
Travel & More

‘Echoes of Erin’
has a stop in
Waltham (Oct. 14)
By Sean Smith
Special to the Reporter

The annual Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Eireann “Echoes
of Erin” North America tour is like a gift that keeps
on giving.
This yearly visit from across the Atlantic — 2011
marks the 39th tour — features some of Ireland’s top
traditional musicians, singers and dancers, a number
of whom have gone on to become prominent performers in their own right. That list includes the likes of
accordionists Joe Burke, Martin Donohoe and John
Whelan, fiddler Oisin MacDiarmada, flutists June McCormack and Mike Rafferty, concertina player Padraig
Rynne, and dance duo Donncha O’Muineachain and
Celine Hession.
The tour will make its usual stop in Greater Boston on Oct. 14, appearing at 8 p.m. in Waltham High
School (617 Lexington Street).
Larry Reynolds, chairman of Boston’s HanafinCooley branch of Comhaltas — which is coordinating
the concert — says the “Echoes of Erin” selectees
sport impressive resumes with honors from major
Irish music competitions. But accumulating trophies
doesn’t always get you a place on the tour, he notes.
“The most important quality is to be an accomplished
performer, who can do well playing in a concert setting
and in a number of venues,” he explains.
As many “Echoes of Erin” concerts as Reynolds has
seen, he’s always looking forward to the next one.
“I enjoy seeing the level of excitement that they
produce. Their enthusiasm is infectious. It’s a rare
experience to witness, and something that will mean
a lot to anyone who likes Irish music.”
Performers on this year’s North American tour are:

Photo courtesy “Echoes of Erin”

Senior All-Ireland harpist Oisín Morrisson; 11-time
All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoil concertina player Breda
Shannon; Conor Moriarty, an All-Ireland champion
on melodeon and button accordion who has toured
in South America, China and Malaysia; All-Ireland
Sean-Nós Dancing titlist Emma O’ Sullivan; singer,
story-teller and all-around entertainer Joe Monahan,
who has toured extensively with Comhaltas throughout
in Europe and the UK; fiddler and concertina player
Maura Walsh, an All-Ireland titlist who teaches at the
Fleadh Cheoil’s traditional music school; and Pádraig
Keena, winner of the Senior Men’s English Singing
competition in 2008.

Also on the tour is: Clare McDermott, who toured
with Michael Flatley and “Lord of the Dance” and
participated in the filming of “Lord of the Dance 3D”;
dancer Mark Nestor, who has toured in Germany
with the Irish Harp Orchestra and in Ireland and
Britain with Comhaltas; Pádraig Donlon, who holds
All-Ireland titles in tin whistle, uilleann pipes, trio
and céilí band; pianist Paul McMahon, who has won
several titles in accompaniment; and Rhona Lynch,
winner of last year’s coveted Fiddler of Dooney award.
Tickets for “Echoes of Erin” are $18 in advance, $20
at the door. Call Larry Reynolds at 781-899-0911 for
information.

Adams Village prepping for Irish Fest
Hub music scene
gets top billings
(Continued from page 1) is. Does Dorchester have

performers are regulars
in the Greater Boston
Irish music scene, such as
The Joshua Tree, Erin’s
Melody, The Gobshites,
Michael O’Leary & Steve
Levy, and the Kieran Jordan Dancers.
The “home-grown,”
family-friendly element
is key, say organizers: For
this festival, which is free
of charge, location isn’t a
matter of convenience or
necessity, it’s part of the
attraction.
“We like to say that the
Heritage Festival is an
opportunity to come back
to good old ‘Dot,’ “ explains
festival committee member Patrick McDonough.
“There are many people
for whom Dorchester
was an important part of
their lives. Maybe they
grew up here, or perhaps
they had a family member or ancestor who lived
here. So here’s a great
day to come and renew
old friendships, see the
neighborhood, relive some
memories, and have some
fine entertainment in the
bargain. When you go out
and around on the day
of the festival, you’ll see
babies in strollers, teenagers, young adults, middleagers, and senior citizens.
There’s something for all
generations.”
At the same time, he
adds, “it’s a chance for
people who aren’t familiar
with Dorchester to see
what a wonderful place it

its troubles? Sure, and
so does every other place
in the world. But there
are plenty of aspects of
Dorchester you don’t know
about unless you see for
yourself -- and what you’ll
see is a community full of
good, hard-working people
who care about their
neighborhood.”
It’s the support of that
community, notably its
businesses, that makes
the festival happen, organizers say. “I have learned
quite a bit from running
this event — it takes a lot
more money than people
would imagine,” says festival committee co-chair
Sean Weir. “The local businesses, the neighbors, the Na Fianna, a hot new ballad-style group from Ireland.
festival volunteers, they with performers, Mc- on what will be their first late father, Bobby Clancy,
all work very hard. But it Donough says. “It’s really American tour.
of the Clancy Brothers)
is worth it when you see caught fire. The more they
O’Connell and Clancy, has done so much to preall the ages of people come heard about the festival, whether performing indi- serve. She and O’Connell
through, from two months the more they wanted to vidually or as a duo, have – a nephew of the Clancy
to 90 years old.
perform at it, and we got cultivated a following Brothers, with whom he
“Without the com- more and more inquiries. throughout, and beyond, has often appeared – fremunity support, it just It’s gotten to the point the US. O’Connell has quently perform as “The
wouldn’t be possible,” where we practically have written a multitude of Clancy Legacy,” sharing
says McDonough. “It costs to turn people away.”
songs that have become generations of Clancy
roughly $40,000 to put
As a result, festivalgo- part of the modern Irish music and memories.
the festival on -- a good ers can enjoy an array of song canon, including
Other performers apportion of that goes to Irish musical styles, from “The Islander’s Lament,” pearing at the festival
the police detail and the hard-core trad to contem- Keg of Brandy,” “The include:
sound. At the end of last porary sounds. Na Fianna Man from Connemara”
• The Joshua Tree,
year, we had literally $5 – second-place finishers and “You’re Not Irish.” Boston’s own premier U2
left in the till. But it’s all in “The All-Ireland Tal- Clancy, a former member tribute band
worked. The vendors at ent Show,” Ireland’s ver- of Cherish the Ladies,
• Erin’s Melody with
the festival have been so sion of “American Idol,” is known for her lively Margaret Dalton, presuccessful. Even in this McDonough notes – are stage presence as well senting popular Irish
economy, people are sup- in the hearty, up-tempo as her top-drawer vocals, tunes and songs
porting local businesses.” ballad-group mold of the whether singing a con• Mairin Ui Cheide,
The festival, which last Clancy Brothers and The temporary song or one powerful, expressive singyear drew about 5,000, has Dubliners. The Heritage from the Irish tradition er in Irish and English
proved at least as popular Festival is one of the stops her family (including her
• Michael O’Leary,

traditional-style singer,
with accompanist Steve
Levy
• Irish rockers The
Gobshites
• Devri, with a musical range that extends
beyond Irish to classic
and modern rock, country
and folk
• The Tom Lanigan
Band, traditional and
contemporary Irish music
• The Kieran Jordan
Dancers, featuring new,
innovative dance rooted
in Irish tradition
• The Boston-based
Hanafin-Cooley branch
of Comhaltas Ceoltoiri
Eireann
• Local Irish dance
schools including Maureen Green O’Leary Dance
School, Clifden Academy
of Dance, Forbes School of
Dance, The Harney Academy and O’Shea-Chaplain
School of Dance
The complete line-up is
at irishheritagefestival.
com.
McDonough notes that
the festival is mindful of
offering family-oriented
entertainment. “When
we started out, we didn’t
want to have a carnival,
but we’ve recognized the
need for more activities
aimed at kids.” For instance, he says, this year
the festival will feature
Celtic Revival, storytellers who make a point of
involving the audience,
especially kids, in the fun.
“We’re continuing to
add more things each
year,” says McDonough.
“What’s encouraging is
that people are coming
to us now, wanting to be
involved. That will only
make things better.”
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With Good Will Doing Service
1737

2011

The President and Board of Directors of

The Charitable Irish Society
Cordially invite you to attend the

13th Silver Key Awards Reception
honoring

Sheila Gleeson

David Greaney

John E. Joyce

Nancy Joyce and Michael Sheehan
in recognition of their outstanding contributions to the Irish Community

Massachusetts Historical Society
1154 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts

Tuesday, October 18, 2011
Cocktail Reception
6:00 to 8:30 in the evening

$100 per person
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We’re
Covered
for Life
Life Insurance for
Your Team at Home
Heidi and Tedy Bruschi

When I had a stroke at age 31—just days after winning my third
championship—it was a reminder that no matter how perfect things
may seem today, you never know what’s coming tomorrow.
That’s why my wife Heidi and I called SBLI. Now our most important
team—our team at home—is prepared for the unexpected.
* Visit www.ambest.com to learn more.
SBLI and The No Nonsense Life Insurance Company are registered trademarks of The Savings Bank Life Insurance Company of Massachusetts.
© 2010 The Savings Bank Life Insurance Company of Massachusetts, Woburn, MA. All rights reserved.

1-888-GET-SBLI

www.SBLI.com
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A column of news and updates of the Boston Celtic
Music Fest (BCMFest), which celebrates the Boston
area’s rich heritage of Irish, Scottish, Cape Breton music and dance with a grassroots, musician-run winter
music festival and other events during the year.
– Sean Smith
Spooky night – The calendar says it’s Columbus
Day, but the Oct. 10 BCMFest Celtic Music Monday
concert has another event in mind: Halloween.
Celtic Music Monday will present the 2011 edition of
“Whistling Past the Graveyard,” featuring the scary,
supernatural side of the folk song tradition, with three
dynamic duos dealing out the dread ditties:
•Fiddler/singer Lissa Schneckenburger, accompanied by guitarist Bethany Waickman, has become
a veritable fount of New England folk music, both
vocal and instrumental, combining traditional and
contemporary styles.
•Matt and Shannon Heaton, known for their stirring flute-and-guitar renditions of traditional Irish and
original tunes, are equally beloved for the songs they
sing, whether from centuries-old sources or their own
experiences, memories and imaginations.
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Shannon and Matt Heaton

•Hannah Sanders and Liz Simmons blend guitars

and timeless-sounding, yet quite modern, vocals in
their renditions of ancient ballads from Celtic traditions as well as latter-day and original compositions.
“Last October’s show was such fun, so why not do
it again?” says Schneckenburger, who organized last
year’s “Graveyard” concert. “Obviously, there’s a lot
of intense, vivid imagery, and a wonderful literary
quality in some of these old ballads about murder, or
ghosts returning from the dead. These stories have
been around forever and they still have a hold on us.”
But lest anyone take it too seriously, Schneckenburger notes that last year’s concert included some
humorous songs and asides — including mini-lectures
on “Great Murderers Throughout History” and a running “body count” totaling the number of victims in
the songs performed.
“Even now, we’re brainstorming about what to
feature this year,” says Schneckenburger. “‘Most
Gullible Victims’? ‘Ghosts You Really Feel Sorry For’?
We’re even thinking about compiling a list, ‘Things
You Shouldn’t Do If You Don’t Want to Wind Up in
a Murder Ballad’ — you know, don’t go out hunting
with your brother if you’re in love with the same girl,
or if your boyfriend’s been acting distant lately, don’t
accept a drink from him.”
To really get into the mood for “Whistling in the
Graveyard,” Schneckenburger suggests audience
members consider wearing an appropriate costume for
the occasion. The person with the best costume, she
says, will get a free copy of one of her CDs.
Tickets for the Oct. 10 concert, which starts at 8 p.m.,
are $12, $6 for members of Club Passim, WGBH and
WUMB. For reservations and other information, see
www.clubpassim.org. The concert also will be streamed
live over the Internet at concertwindow.com.
For more information on BCMFest, see bcmfest.com;
you can also sign up for the BCMFest e-mail list via
the Web site.
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There are photographers, and then there’s Tim Durham
By Judy Enright
Special to the BIR

In this digital age, it
seems that everyone who
picks up a camera is instantly a “photographer.”
And, true, many amateurs are pretty good, but
the flip side of the coin is
those gifted photographic
artists like Tim Durham
from Co. Westmeath,
whose work shines head
and shoulders above most.
Tim, a professional photographer since 1989, has
a unique outlook on life
and an interest in many
aspects of our world that
hold no sway with most
people or with other photographers.
Tim has a particular
interest in architectural
interiors and, in 2006,
he photographed the last
month of The Irish Times
newspaper in its former
offices on D’Olier Street
in Dublin. He also photographed Shackleton Mills
in Lucan in 2009 and
Tara Mines for a show at
the Solstice Arts Centre.
He is also interested in
architecture, landscapes,
and almost anything else
his artistic eye sees.
Tim’s beautiful photographs from Shackleton
Mills, formerly known
as the Anna Liffey Mill,
are currently on display
in Dublin at The Irish
Architectural Archive, 45
Merrion Square, and they
illustrate how a building
reflects and records the
activities and lives of those
who once worked there.
In this case, nearly two
centuries of milling and
millers from the waterpowered flour mill are
represented by rollers,
sifters, ovens, weighing
scales, silos, and vacuum
tubing. After the millers,
the building was used for

This image of wax cauldrons at the former Shackleton Mills was taken by photographic artist Tim Durham and is on exhibit at the Irish Architectural Archive in Merrion Square, Dublin, through December.

a decade as a warehouse
to store school desks, wax
cauldrons from the Rathborne candle factory, auction lots of books in banana
boxes, and a display board
for the Blanchardstown
Brass Band.
In 2002, the Fingal
County Council bought the
old mill and plans to create an industrial heritage
and visitor center for the
Liffey valley.
The Irish Architectural
Archive in Dublin is an
independent company
that collects, preserves,
and makes available the
records of Irish architecture – from the earliest to
contemporary structures.
If you are in Dublin between now and December,
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do stop by the Architectural Archive to see Tim’s
magnificent images. The
exhibit is open Monday to
Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information,
visit iarc.ie/exhibitions or
Tim’s website at timdurham.ie.
Some of his many other
interesting projects include a photographic study
for the Kells Town Council
based on the town of Kells
and the Island of Iona and
their connection with St.
Columbkille and the Book
of Kells. He is also working
on a project for Westmeath
County Council on the
history of social housing
there.
Tim also teaches art
documentation and leads
photo workshops. I met
him many years ago when
my son and I took a photo workshop in Donegal
Town. He’s a great teacher
and his workshops are a
lot of fun and extremely
worthwhile.
MUSEUM OF
COUNTRY LIFE
If you’re near Castlebar,
Co. Mayo, you might want
to catch the exhibit at the
Museum of Country Life

County Donegal Association
of Greater Boston

SAVE THE DATE!!!
November 5, 2011
Florian Hall
Hallet Street
Dorchester, MA
Dinner 7:15 p.m.

in Turlough Park that
features watercolors by
Sampson Towgood Roch
depicting town life in
Ireland in the early 19th
century. The works offer
a rare glimpse of everyday
Irish life at the time.
Artifacts, similar to
those in the paintings, accompany the watercolors.
The exhibition is on loan
from the Ulster Folk and
Transport Museum and
runs until November.
An exhibit called “Safe
Secrets: the Story of the
Coggalbeg Hoard” opens
Oct. 21 at the museum.
The exhibit features an
important hoard of Early
Bronze Age sheet gold
work found in a bog at Coggalbeg, Co. Roscommon, in
1945. The gold work was
placed in a safe at Sheehan’s pharmacy in nearby
Strokestown in 1947, but
in 2009, there was a break
and the safe was stolen.
After an intensive investigation by the Irish police
(An Garda Síochána) the
gold was recovered in a
Dublin dumpster. The
exhibit will be on display
at the Museum of Country
Life until next summer.
In addition to special
exhibits, the museum
has a great gift shop with
interesting books and
gifts for sale, and the café
offers seasonal meals and
snacks, including freshlybaked goodies, specialty

teas, and coffee.
The museum, which is
well worth a visit, is open
from Tuesday through
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Sunday from 2
to 5 p.m.
OCTOBER FAIRS
There’s almost nothing
more “Irish” in my opinion – or more fun – than
the assorted country fairs
held across the country in
the fall.
A couple of my personal
favorites are the Ballinasloe Horse Fair, reputedly Europe’s oldest international horse fair, held
this year from Oct. 1-9 in
Co. Clare, and The Maam
Cross Fair in Connemara
scheduled for Oct. 25, at
and around the crossroads
by Peacocke’s Hotel.
The Ballinasloe Fair
runs for many days and is
really fascinating. There
are all kinds of vendors
on the town’s streets there
and all sorts of competitions and all kinds of farm
animals and it’s just a
great fair to attend.
To me, the Maam Cross
Fair, which I’ve attended
several times, is the essence of Connemara and
it’s on a Tuesday, Oct. 25,
this year. I love walking
among the vendors, people
and animal watching. It’s
fun!
Again, there are all
kinds of vendors and local
farmers selling excess pro-

duce as well as Connemara
ponies, cattle, sheep, and
other animals. I’ve seen
geese, ferrets, puppies and
goats for sale at Maam
Cross.
The Connemara fair
apparently stems from
the tradition of local farmers selling their surplus
produce at the crossroads
to supplement the living
they managed to eke out
from their rocky soil. The
fair is a major event in
Connemara, and this year
there will be trophies and
cash prizes for best filly
and colt from registered
parents, along with the
cup for best pony. Horseshoeing demonstrations
and a horseshoe throwing
competitions are included
in the many attractions
planned for this year’s
event.
For more details, email
info@peacockes.ie
OTHER FESTIVALS
If you aren’t a fan of
country fairs, there are
many other types of festivals planned for Ireland
this month.
For instance, the Wexford Opera’s 60th festival season will run from
Oct.21 to Nov. 5. Check
it out at wexfordopera.
com. Tickets are already
extremely limited, so don’t
tarry.
Other festivals include
the Dublin Theatre Festival (dublintheatrefestival.
com) and the Belfast Festival (belfastfestival.com)
that is held Oct. 14-30.
Then there’s the Guinness Cork Jazz Festival
(guinnessjazzfestival.com)
from Oct. 28-31 and gourmands worldwide will
want to mark their calendars for the 35th Bollinger
Kinsale Festival from Oct.
7-9. Kinsale, as you probably know, is touted as
the “Gourmet Capital of
Ireland.”
For more information
about what’s going on in
Ireland this fall, visit Tourism Ireland’s website at
discoverireland.com
TRAVEL PLANS
No matter when you
choose to travel, you
couldn’t pick a better
destination than Ireland.
Enjoy your trip there
whenever and wherever
you go and don’t forget to
check the internet for the
latest airline and ground
travel specials. And, visit
discoverireland.com for
the latest in news about
Irish happenings.
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CD Roundup
By Sean Smith

John Doyle, “Shadows and Light” – To John
Doyle’s talents as guitarist, singer, sideman and
producer, we can now add another: singer-songwriter.
Eight of the nine songs on this, his second solo CD, are
his own compositions, as are the tunes in the album’s
two instrumental medleys.
And Doyle, happily, shows himself to be as distinguished in the art of penning songs as he is in performing them. The Doyle originals evince intelligence
and sophistication — no facile “June-moon” rhyming
schemes here — as well as an obvious regard for history
and tradition. He
channels
the likes of
James A.
McPherson (or
m a y b e
Shelby
Foote) for
“Clear the
Way,” a
stirring
memoir of
the Civil
W a r ’ s
Irish Volunteers regiment, and Robert Graves for “Farewell to
All That,” somberly yet dignifiedly evoking the Irish
experience on the World War I front lines. In contrast
to the stridency of those two, “Liberty’s Sweet Shore,”
for which his wife, Cathy Peterson Doyle, shares credit,
is as gentle and poignant an immigration song as you’ll
find; redolent of “Rose of Allandale,” it memorializes
the Irish who fled the Great Famine to seek a new life
in Quebec, only to find equal, if not greater, despair.
A field recording of traditional singer Eddie Butcher
provided Doyle with inspiration for another immigration tale, “Wheel of Fortune,” while the timeless myth
of the seal woman is evoked in “Selkie” -- indicative
of Doyle’s healthy respect for the roots of his music.
Doyle reaches back to his own familial roots in “The
Arabic,” which recounts his great-grandfather’s harrowing adventure while sailing to the US at the height
of German U-boat activity in World War I, and a set
of tunes dedicated to his uncle Donal Ward, whom he
praises as a source of musical inspiration.
“Shadows and Light” also reveals the influences
Doyle has gathered through his own emigration to the
US and collaborations with performers such as Tim
O’Brien and Alison Brown, both of whom appear on
“Clear the Way.” The American/Appalachian tint also
is apparent in “Little Sparrow,” a song to his daughter
that manages to be heartfelt yet not cloying, and the
bluesy “Bitter Brew.”
Although Doyle’s longtime musical partner, Liz Car-
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roll, is absent here,
he doesn’t
lack for solid accompaniment.
Besides
the aforementioned
Brown and
O’Brien, as
well as piper Michael
McGoldrick
and Doyle’s
former Solas mate
John Williams, fiddler Stuart Duncan contributes
a dynamic presence on several tracks, notably the
“Killoran’s Church/Swedishish” medley (mention also
must be made of Boston-based fiddler Duncan Wickel,
who appears on “Little Sparrow”).
So, given all the praise for Doyle’s songwriting, does
it need mentioning that Doyle’s playing – on assorted
guitars and other fretted-string instruments – is as
strong and propulsive, or when called for, as intricate
and silky, as ever? Yes, it does.
Moya Brennan and Cormac De Barra, “Voices &
Harps” – The qualities of Ireland’s iconic instrument
as an accompaniment to songs in English and Irish are
in the spotlight here, presented by Grammy-winning
Clannad co-founder Moya Brennan and Cormac De
Barra, who plays in the family group Barca and has
worked with Clannad and other artists.
Brennan and De Barra – who each also play keyboards and percussion — are joined by a roster of
backing musicians that includes fiddler/violist Maire
Breatnach, percussionist Noel Eccles, and De Barra’s
brother Eamonn on flute and bodhran.
As one might expect given Brennan and De Barra’s
body of work, there’s a fair amount of the reverbladen, mist-on-the-Cliffs-of-Moher atmosphere to
these tracks, sometimes underpinned by a soft rock/
jazz rhythm. But while this sound has become almost
pandemic in Celtic music, there’s no denying the care
and skill with which it’s crafted by Brennan and De
Barra, and the result is quite pleasing. Their tag-team
Irish and English version of “My Match is a-Makin’” is
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lovely (with a superb assist from Breatnach, doubletracking fiddle and viola), as is the festive “An Seanduine Doite” and the tender “Crann Ull.”
Brennan’s vocals breathe some new life into standards like “She Moves Through the Fair” and “The
Streets of Derry,” and even “Carolan’s Concerto”
(the only instrumental on the album) sounds fresh
as a harp duet. De Barra gets a solo on “Bean Dubh
a’Ghleanna,” deftly negotiating the song’s demanding
rhythmic and melodic turns.
Although there are some occasions – “Casadh mo
ChroÌ,” “Go Brach” and “Longing to See You” come to
mind – when the dry ice machine slips into gear and
the breathy, echo-y “dum-de-de-dahs” swell, overall
the restraint shown in most of the arrangements does
justice to these voices and harps.
Various performers, “Lullabies for Love” – This
CD is the end result of Boston-area resident Lindsay
O’Donovan’s efforts to raise support for the One Home
Many Hopes program, a home for orphaned and
abandoned girls in Kenya where O’Donovan volunteered. [The Boston Irish Reporter ran a story about
O’Donovan’s project in the May 2011 issue, which is
available at bostonirish.com/inprint]
O’Donovan and her husband, “A Celtic Sojourn”
host Brian O’Donovan, recruited prominent Celtic
performers like Liz Carroll, Altan, Karan Casey, Mick
Moloney, Hanneke Cassel, Aoife Clancy, and Cherish
the Ladies to donate previously recorded tracks for this
album, proceeds of which go to benefit One Home Many
Hopes. These were combined with other recordings,
including ones featuring Solas, Dougie MacLean, John
Doyle and the O’Donovans’ own immensely talented
daughters Aoife and Fionnuala, and another specially
made for the album by Noel Paul Stookey.
Some of these instrumentals and songs are likely to
be familiar to listeners – Moloney’s “John of Dreams,”
Carroll’s “A Day and an Age,” Cherish the Ladies’
“Castle of Dromore,” Casey’s “This Time Will Pass”
– but in this context they provide that much more
comfort to what is, after all, a very comforting CD:
a reminder that Celtic music isn’t all about inducing
adrenaline rushes. A highlight is “Lullaby for Lovie,”
the tune composed by Lindsay O’Donovan for the little
girl at the orphanage who inspired her to start this
labor of, and for, love.
For information about One Home Many Hopes and
“Lullabies for Love,” see onehomemanyhopes.org
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The Irish Language
by Philip Mac AnGhabhann
We have been studying the Irish Habitual Past
Tense. Recall that the Habitual Past is the
equivalent of “used to” as in “He used to plant a lot
of potatoes”. This implies that he does not plant so
many any more or has ceased entirely. You don’t
have to say, “used to” in Irish and it is optional in
English. While “used to” is optional in English the
sentence almost always requires some reference to
time, either directly or understood.
“When I was young I used to dance a lot.”
“When I was young I danced a lot.”
Nuair a bhí mé óg dhéanainn damhsa a lan.
Literally, “When was I young I made dance a lot.”
/NOO-er uh vee mey og JEN-uhn uh lahn/
“Oh, well, I danced a lot myself” would then use a
Habitual Past in Irish.
The Habitual Past tense is sometimes used to
describe on-going actions or conditions in the past.
Often it is used in contrast with the Definite Past in
such sentences as, “He drove for years until he had a
car accident” or “Sean ran marathons until he had a
heart attack.” The first verb in these sentences is in
the Habitual Past and the second is a Definite Past.
Both the Definite and Habitual Past will always
lenite (“aspirate”) the initial consonant of the verb.
Verbs which begin with a vowel or F- “artificially”
lenite by prefixing D’. The D’ is pronounced /d/ before
a “broad” vowel or /j/ before a slender one.
D’imir sé peil. /JIM-ur shey peyl/
“He played football (today).
D’imireadh sé peil. /JIM-ur-uh shey peyl/
“He used to play football.”
Contrast the “artificial” lenition to Chiceáil sé
an ball, /HEE-kahl shey uhm bahl/
“He kicked the ball.”
Why F-? The combination Fh- is silent in any Irish
word which, by default, makes the word begin with a
vowel. So verbs beginning with F- require that they
be artificially lenited by prefixing the D’.
D’ fhag sí a cúig a chlog.
/DAHK shee uh KOO-eek uh HLAHK/
“She left at five o’clock.”
D’ fhagadh sí a cúig a chlog
/DAHK-uh shee uh KOO-eek uh HLAHK/
“She used to leave at five o’clock” (– but now she
leaves at noon.)
Recall that the –f- is also silent in bhfuil /veyl/ or
/weyl/ and in the future tense of regular verbs –
Glanfaidh /GLAHN-uh/ “will clean.”
In addition to leniting the initial consonant or
vowel as if to make the Definite Past, the Habitual
Past uses suffixes. When these are used there is no
need for pronouns such as mé, tú, etc. except for
clarification when there is no context.
If you are already talking about “him, her, they”
then you can leave out sé, sí, siad.
“When I/you/he/etc. was /were children …”
“I used to drink milk.”
“You used to drink milk.”
“He used to drink milk.”
“She used to drink milk.”

D’ ólainn bainne.
D’ óltá féin bainne.
D’ óladh bainne.
D’ óladh bainne.

“We used to drink milk.”
D’ ólaimis bainne.
“You-all used to drink milk.” D’ óladh bainne.
“They used to drink milk.” D’ ólaidis bainne.
Remember that there are two types of verbs in
Irish. The endings above are for “Type 1” verbs –
monosyllables such as ól, /OHL/ “drink”. “Type 2”
verbs have two syllables and use slightly different
endings. Here is an illustration of “Type 2” verbs
– those of two syllables.
Remember, there are always differences in pronunciation for those consonants that are in contact with
“broad” vowels (a, o, u) and “slender” vowels (e, i).
As a general rule, most two syllable verbs end in
-igh . These lose the second syllable when attaching
the endings. However the endings for two syllable
verbs are slightly different than those for one syllable
verbs. In the ending for “I”, mé, the last vowel is
accented, meaning that it is now pronounced like /
een/. For “he, she” and “you-plural” the a is replaced
by o with the result that final –dh becomes a /k/
sound, more guttural, and after “slender” vowels
(e, i) will sound like t. An example is ceannaigh /
KEYN-ee/, “buy.”
Cheannaínn /HEYN-een/ “I used to buy.”
Cheannaíteá /HEYN-ee-chah “You used to buy.”
Cheannaiodh sé /HEYN-eek/ “He used to buy.”
Cheannaiodh sí /HEYN-eek/ “She used to buy.”
Cheannaímis /HEYN-ee-meesh/“We used to buy.”
Cheannaiodh sibh /HEYN-eek/“You used to buy.”
Cheannaídís /HEYN-ee-jeesh/ “They used to buy.”
See if you can make the “he, she, it, you-all” forms
of these verbs in the Habitual Past tense.
tig “understand” (2) tóraigh “look for” (3) smaoinigh “think about” (4) dúin “close” (5) éirigh “get
up, rise” (6) fás “grow” (7) lean “follow” (8) ith “eat”
(9) díol “sell” (10) cóirigh “arrange”.
Answers: (1) thigeadh
(2) thóraiodh
(3)
smaoiniodh (4) dhúineadh (5) d’éiriodh (6) d’
fhásadh (7) leanadh (8) d’itheadh (9) dhíoladh
(10) chóiriodh.
Now, can you say, “She used to get up at six o’clock”?
The answer next time.
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IRELAND IN CROSSWORDS ©-bigwood.com
ACROSS
1. Loud reference to English city of ‘dreaming spires’
in Mayo town known for its woollen industry. (7)
4. Con rang up the ancient Irish lake island fort. (7)
8. After tea apparently, that is to say, secure with
cord. (3)
9. Nine at odds with natural consequence. (6)
11. Owned that one was a victim of a trick commonly.
(3)
12. Mark took the cars out. (4)
13. Lied about being unemployed. (4)
15. Quantity of land in Clare acreage. (4)
16. Reverberating mountain nymph heard in Ballymote choral production. (4)
17. No chip cooked for the Polish piano man. (6)
19. Get ball Gary, it’s over in the small Kilkenny
town where Black Thomas was captured in 1600. (11)
22. There’s nothing in the hairdressers’ becoming a
bar. (6)
23. Ale, we hear, one for the last road? (4)
24. High feature in Glencar church. (4)
27. Put together or back to back to fix firmly in the
ground. (4)
29. “ —— bean rows will I have there, a hive for the
honey bee.” Yeats. (4)
30. “What charm can soothe her melancholy What —
can wash her guilt away?” Goldsmith (3)
32. Sound head needed in West Cork village by the
River Ilen and Roaring Water Bay west of Skibbereen. (6)
33. Fun commonly describing a substance that is
neither solid nor liquid. (3)
34. Lamp burner not up much in Leinster county town
on slopes of Ballyguile hill where Captain Halpin of
the ‘Great Eastern’, which layed the transatlantic
cables, was born. (7)
35. Lose way to green in Longford village near Ballymahon where Leo Casey, the balladeer lived. (7)
DOWN
1. Fade hair (anag.) Antrim N.E. extremity of Ireland
with view of Scotland, also known as Benmore. (4,4)
2. Open box he smashed led to him hating strangers. (9)

3. Peruse the book we hear, in a rush at the side of
the water. (4)
4. American company is initially the third I article
indefinitely. (1.1.1.)
5. Revolutionary takes a note from 3 down. (3)
6. Northern Region leaders take in frozen water, that’s
more agreeable. (5)
7. Tag ran when laundered in Donegal lake with a
modern Celtic Cross where St. Colmcille was born . (6)
8. Thus force tour around Dublin’s centre of justice
which was shelled during the Civil War. (3,4,6)
10. Mine turned over at the extreme end. (3)
14. Six grin about maiden in a Megastore on the quays
in Dublin. (6)
17. All can come over to Kilkenny town where O’Carroll
and 800 men were slain in 1408 by the English. (6)
18. Curt rites will suffice as a criticism. (9)
20. Dry liner crumbles in Fermanagh village on the
upper Lough Erne near Trasna Island. (8)
21. Embargo at this time in Wexford old town, the first
corporation town built by the Normans. (6)
25. With a circular base tapering to a point in Kilcormac on ice. (5)
26. Irish third level educational institution seen initially
included in art colleges. (1.1.1.)
28. Nordic city referred to in Portnoo slogan. (4)
30. In time past in Buncrana golfing. (3)
31. “ — towns that we believe and die in; it survives, A
way of happening, a mouth.” W.H. Auden - In Memory
of W.B. Yeats. (3)
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Irish Sayings …
Theres no need to fear the wind if your haystacks are
tied down.
A trout in the pot is better than a salmon in the sea.
It’s better to bend than to break.
A ship often sank beside the harbour
Food is the “horse” of work.
Character is better than wealth.
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Andy Irvine on life on the road, soloing, composing

(Continued from page 1)

months indicates that as
usual, you are one busy
man. Before you head out
on your US tour, you’re
going to be reuniting with
Patrick Street for a bunch
of gigs. What’s the status
of the band these days?
A. The current line-up
is Kevin Burke, John
Carty, Arty McGlynn, and
myself. We haven’t been
together that regularly,
but we played at a few
festivals in Ireland this
past summer. Since Ged
Foley left several years
back, I guess you could
say it’s been a consistently
occasional band.
Although Patrick Street
doesn’t rehearse that often – we’re going to take
some time a couple of days
before we go out on tour –
we have a large body of old
work to fall back on, and
people seem to be quite
happy hearing it.
Q. And then, a few
weeks after you’re done
with the US tour, you’re
doing a concert with Paul
Brady?
A. Yes, two dates in
November at Vicar Street
in Dublin. We played three
years ago at the Celtic
Connections festival in
Scotland, and it’s very
enjoyable to be able to
get together after such a
relatively short time.

Q. Has it surprised you
how much of an impact
the Brady-Irvine album
has had over the years?
So many of the songs
-- “Plains of Kildare,”
“Mary and the Soldier,”
The Jolly Soldier,” “Arthur
McBride” -- as well as the
arrangements and styles
of playing you used, have
practically become standards in Irish folk music.
A. Looking back, that
period of 1976-77 was simply the right window, the
right time. Who could’ve
known that what we were Andy Irvine with boudoing was so much in the zouki.
Brian Hartigan photo
public eye – it didn’t stay
that way. You just pick
your opportunities and Theater stand out in my
see how it goes. We’re memory. I love that thecertainly very proud of ater; it’s a wonderful living
the way it worked out. I’ve piece of history. I also loved
half-jokingly suggested to being at the Gaelic Roots
Paul that we should do festival at Boston College
[in 2002]; I thought that
another album!
Q. An obvious question: was a marvelous event.
What are the chances And I always enjoy being
that Planxty will get back in whatever public house
Tommy McCarthy [owner
together for a tour?
A. Well, what with all of Boston-area pubs The
the various projects we’re Burren and The Skellig]
involved with, Planxty owns and operates.
Q. When you’re on solo
has become occasional to
the point of being non- tours, like the one you’ll
occasional. It’s sad to say, be doing in the US, do
but a reunion probably you tend to have a prearranged repertoire, or
won’t happen again.
Q. Do you have any do you change it to suit
special memories of, or the venue and/or the auassociations with, Boston? dience?
A. The repertoire usuA. The gigs Patrick
Street did in Somerville ally changes from gig

to gig, but it has things
that just can’t be left out.
“Reynardine” is essential
at this point in time, for
example. Of course, you’ll
get someone coming up
to you afterwards and
asking, “Why didn’t you
play this or that song?”
People might yell out for
me to sing “West Coast of
Clare,” say, and I’ll do it
right at the end; I’m more
likely to do a request if
it’s a song I’m not playing
every night.
Q. “Abocurragh” was
your first solo CD in a
decade. How did that come
together? Did you just say,
“OK, I’m going to block off
time and focus on doing
this album?”
A. During the years
after I had released “Way
Out Yonder” [in 1999], it
was often the case that I
was producing material
for a band, so this tended
to dilute the material I
might otherwise put on
a solo album. And you
know, I’m just on the
road so much, and I don’t
organize my life as well as
I could. As it was, it took
me 18 months to record the
album, in several different
places.
Q. Right, and you were
even able to manage reunions with your Planxty
and Mozaik colleagues on
a few tracks. But the collaborations with the Nor-

Belle or nun, St. George delights

(Continued from page 1)

never get on stage in front
of people – I had played in
the pit for “You’re A Good
Man Charlie Brown.”
Anyway, I got the role
and I loved it. That was
my first show.
BIR: At the moment,
you’re laying M’Lynn
in “Steel Magnolias” at
Stoneham.
KSG: I just love playing a mother. I’m usually
sort of the comic relief or
a quirky character part. I
don’t have children, but I
have nieces and nephews.
And when I do that last
scene when Shelby dies,
I think about if that ever
happened to me, and I’m
instantly gone. The emotion is not difficult. I love
her strength and her love
for her daughter and her
friends in the beauty shop.
It’s a beautiful piece.
BIR: So from an iconic
show like “Steel Magnolias” you go to a new
comedy, new to Boston
anyway, in “The Divine
Sister.” It’s a wicked sendup of nun movies?
KSG: I play two roles,
one of them is Sister
Maria Walburga. She’s
a severe doctrinarian
from the Mother House in
Berlin. She’s very funny.
I was just learning my
lines when you called.
My first line is “Ach du
lieber. Dieses madchen
ist ein Einfaltspinsel.”
The translation is “Oy,
this girl is a nincompoop.”
And the other part is Mrs.
MacDuffie, who reminds
me of Carol Burnett. She’s
an old Scottish charwoman. I’m looking forward to
working with Varla Jean
Merman (as the Mother
Superior) and doing a
Charles Busch piece.
BIR: With so many
loyal fans, it has to be
gratifying to see so many
of the same faces again
and again in your audiences.

KSG: I am very blessed.
The other night . . . there
were a bunch of ladies
in the fourth row center
screaming “Kathy, Kathy”
. . . and a lot of my former
students, who are now in
their late 30s and early
40s, come to my shows. I
get e-mails, “Hi Miss St.
George, you taught me
back in ‘75.”
BIR: And do you remember them all?
KSG: Oh Lord, it’s
amazing. I’m friends with
a lot of them on Facebook
and they’ll say, “Can I call
you Kathy, or should I call
you Miss St. George?” And
I’m like, Oh Puleeze! You
can call me Kathy.
BIR: I understand your
folks have some interesting connections to Ireland.
You’re first generation?
KSG: My Dad was
born in Dublin. He came
here when he was three.
My grandmother -- her
name was Annie Conarchy -- owned the Conarchy
Hotel in Parnell Square.
My grandmother was
about four- foot-nine, so
now we know where I got
it. She was running the
hotel and this dashing
man named Christopher
St. George stayed at the
hotel one day. Well, before
you knew it, they were
married. And then it was
renamed the St. George
Hotel, and guess what?
It’s still there.
BIR: Have you been
there?
KSG: Yes, I went over
with my parents, but you
know what? (In a whisper)
It’s kind of a dive now . . .
I guess back in the day it
was elegant and gorgeous.
BIR: It must have been
an experience to stand in
the exact same spot where
your ancestors once stood.
KSG: You know the
most stunning place I visited in the couple of times
that I’ve been there? My
grandfather, Christopher
St. George – the one who

changed the name of the
hotel – he had descended
from very wealthy folks
who owned Tyrone House
in Galway. Now it’s a
compete ruin, but it is
stunning. A gorgeous,
gorgeous ruin. But you
can tell it was a gorgeous
castle way back in the day.
We all went over several
years, ago, 20 of us -- my
Mom and I and 18 of our
cousins . . . and it was just
fascinating.
BIR: I also understand
that your full given name
is quite a mouthful. More
than could ever fit on a
marquee.
KSG: (Laughs) My little grandmother, the fourfoot-nine grandmother
… there are five children
here in this family, and
she would say to us,
“What’s your name?” with
a thick, thick brogue. She
made us memorize. Here
I am, I was teeny, and I’d
look up to her and I’d say
with a brogue -- “My name
is Kathleen Ann Marie
Woolsey Butler Conarchy
Maloney Mavourneen McGriath St. George!” And
she would say, “Never
forget who are you and
where you came from.”
BIR: And obviously, you
never have.

wegian hardanger fiddle
and nyckelharpa player
Annebjorg Lien were very
intriguing.
A. I have a good friend
in Norway, and it was
through him that I met
Annebjorg. I really love
hardanger fiddle, and she
is an outstanding player.
The hardanger plays in
keys that are not the
easiest for an Irish fiddler
to work with, so it was
ideal for the two tracks on
which she appears. I was
in Norway this summer
and got to perform with
Annebjorg, so I was glad
to keep that connection
going.
Q. That decade between
“Way Out Yonder” and
“Abocurragh” was a very
eventful one, of course,
what with 9/11, the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan,
the economic problems in
Ireland and throughout
the world, and so on. As
someone who takes a great
interest in social and political issues, did all that
play a role in the songs
you wrote or arranged for
the album?
A. I really don’t write on
current political happenings. Whatever is political on that album, or the
others, is from a historical
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KSG: (Warmly) Yeah.
R. J. Donovan is publisher of OnStageBoston.
com.
*****
“ S t e e l Ma g no l i a s ,”
through Oct. 2 at Stoneham Theatre, 395 Main
Street in Stoneham.
Tickets: 781-279-2200 or
stonehamtheatre.org.
“The Divine Sister,”
from SpeakEasy Stage,
Oct. 21 - Nov. 19 at The
Calderwood Pavilion, 527
Tremont Street, Boston.
Tickets: 617-933-8600 or
bostontheatrescene.com.

viewpoint – something
that’s done and dusted.
It’s easier to write when
you have all, or most all,
of the facts. Today, you
are never quite completely
sure what’s going on, so
being able to step back
and write about an event
or a situation can be very
difficult.
Of course, even the past
is not necessarily a sure
thing. I’d written a song in
the late 1980s about Raoul
Wallenberg, who saved
thousands of Jews in Budapest from the Nazis in
World War II, only to get
imprisoned by the Soviet
Union. While the Soviets
had claimed for years that
Wallenberg was dead, at
the time I wrote the song
there were some people
certain he was still alive,
and so I reflected that
in the song [released on
Irvine’s 1991album “Rude
Awakening”]. But then the
Berlin Wall came down,
and then all these facts
that had long been secret
started to come out, and
the Russians said, “No, he
really did die.” So now, uh
oh, the song is not historically accurate.
NEXT: Irvine and his
musical biographies.
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Thirty-Two Counties
Antrim: The Field Marshal
Montgomery Pipe Band from
Lisburn has won the five most
senior titles in piping this season, with the Cowal, British,
Scottish, European and World
Championships under their
belts. Also winning for the
band was Samantha Gordon,
who won the adult grade in the
drum majors competition at
the Cowal Championships in
Scotland. The Lisburn-based
band is known as the ‘Barcelona of pipe banding’, given their
expertise and their multiple
wins, and the grand slam of
wins this season will enhance
their reputation.
Armagh: Residents and local representatives at Creggan near Crossmaglen have
long been concerned about the
safety of the main Newry Road
for pedestrians and now they
have welcomed the news that
work is due to begin soon on
a footbridge across the Creggan River. The span will join
the existing road bridge and
Hearty’s shop on Donaldson’s
Road, with a footpath from
the bus shelter leading to the
bridge on one side and another footpath terminating at
Hearty’s shop.
Carlow: A house in Leighlinbridge that has a connection with The Chronicles of
Narnia series has been put on
the market. The ten-bedroom
house, on a twenty-acre site
just outside the village, was
the home of film producer
Douglas Gresham, a stepson
of the Narnia author CS Lewis. He bought it as a development project several years
ago but has not lived in it in
recent years. The main house
was built at the beginning of
the nineteenth century and
was then extended some thirty years later. It is now being
sold for 950,000 euro.
Cavan: The man chosen to
referee the All-Ireland football final between Dublin
and Kerry is Joe McQuillan
of Kill Shamrocks, the third
man from the county to officiate. Previously Fintan Tierney
from Butlersbridge and Brian
Crowe from Cavan Gaels have
carried the responsibility. Joe
refereed the quarter final between Dublin and Tyrone and,
when he wasn’t called upon
to referee a semi final he felt
he was in with a chance of the
final. His umpires were to be
clubmates Ciaran Brady, TP
Gray and Tommy O’Reilly,
and Jimmy Galligan from Killygarry.
Clare: The annual Burren
Ramble this year featured a
musical interlude. Walkers
who set off from Fanore Beach
to walk to the Blackhead
Lighthouse were entertained
by four solo singers from the
Lismorahaun Choir, Katie
O’Donoghue, Ailbhe Howard,
Peter O’Donoghue, and Katie
Daly, and they were accompanied by Roy Holmes. This
year is the fifteenth year of
the Burren Ramble and all
proceeds from the day went to
the RNLI, and for those who
hoped to hear the singing but
not walk, a car park was available beside the lighthouse.
Cork: Four-year-old Megan Malone had the honor of
ringing the bell at the Presbyterian Hospital in New York
last month as she completed
her final course of radiotherapy. Megan was diagnosed
last year with a brain tumor
and her parents, who live at
Kilnamartyra, decided to take
her to New York for the specialist Head Start treatment.
The family has been in the
US for the last nine months,
in both New York and Boston,
and Megan has now been declared free of tumors. She will,

however, return to Boston
each year as she is signed up
to a clinical trial at the hospital.
Derry: Adrian Canning
from Dungiven, who has won
two gold medals from the
Northern Ireland Skillbuild
competitions, is on his way
to Leeds College of Building
for the SkillElectric finals.
The eighteen year old studied
through the summer at the
Greystone training centre in
Limavady, helped by his lecturer Keith Wade. This is his
second appearance at the finals, having also qualified last
year, and this year he feels he
is much better prepared. Adrian, who is employed by RMG
Electrics, has just entered his
third year at the North West
Regional College.
Donegal: After their marriage at the church in Creeslough Noreen Toye and Denis Sheridan were en route
to the reception in Ballybofey
but stopped off at Noreen’s
workplace in Letterkenny, the
Swilly Group School of Motoring. There they were greeted
by a champagne reception but
Noreen also noted that her colleagues were extremely busy
so she sat down in her wedding
dress with a glass of champagne in her hand and began
answering phone calls. She
is now wondering if her boss,
Noel Sweeney, will grant her
an extra day’s holiday.
Down: Colin Shirlow from
Dromore took part once again
this year in the oyster-eating
competition that is part of the
Hillsborough
International
Oyster Festival. Colin has already set a world record of eating 233 oysters in 3 minutes,
and though he only managed
198 this year, he still came out
on top. Following his success,
he enjoyed a pint of Guinness,
despite feeling a bit queasy.
The competition was judged by
Sean Hall, chairman of the festival and a former champion
himself.
Dublin: Former Tory MP
Michael Portillo is at present
working on a television series
about great railway journeys
and last month he was in Balbriggan. Focusing on three
Irish railway routes from the
Victorian era, he was following
the journey set out in Bradshaw’s Guide in the nineteenth
century from Dublin to Belfast,
and shooting took place at the
railway station and the harbor. The Balbriggan Historical
Society had passed on to Portillo their Millennium Book although society chairman Tony
McNamara said the program’s
researchers had already learnt
a good deal about Balbriggan
before they contacted him.
Fermanagh: Portora Royal
School has become the first
grammar school in the county
to become co-educational, with
a number of girls having enrolled in the sixth form last
month. One of the fourteen
girls to have joined the school
is Dineka Maguire from Roscor near Belleek. Dineka has
just finished her GCSE examinations at St. Mary’s College
in Brollagh and will study for
her A-levels at Portora, hoping
to focus on biology, chemistry,
maths, and art. She has just
won the ladies and junior sections of the World Bog Snorkelling Championships in Wales
and hopes to take up rowing at
her new school.
Galway: A two-day symposium is to take place soon
at Galway City Museum, the
Druid Lane Theatre, and in
Roundstone to celebrate the
life and work of the author
and cartographer Tim Robinson. Robinson settled first on
the Aran Islands and then in

Roundstone and has just published the third volume of his
Connemara trilogy, ‘Connemara: A Little Gaelic Kingdom.’
This follows ‘Stones of Aran:
Pilgrimage’ and ‘Labyrinth’.
Readings will take place at the
theatre, and in Roundstone
there will be a showing of Pat
Collins’s film ‘Tim Robinson:
Connemara.’ An exhibition of
his work is also due to open at
the Hugh Lane gallery in Dublin.
Kerry: As part of the inaugural Dingle Tradfest last
month, at least 100 people
were expected to make their
way to the summit of Mount
Brandon. There they were to
trace the footsteps of St. Brendan and take part in the Boots
and Flutes Session featuring
both music and dancing. The
festival also featured a polka/
slide composition competition in memory of the late box
player Stephen Carroll from
Killarney, and also hailed the
life and times of Tom Crean
from Annascaul.
Kildare: Following the
ceremony to honor deceased
members of the Defence Forces, held at the Curragh, the
newly restored armored car
once used by Michael Collins
was unveiled. The Rolls Royce
was saved from the scrapheap
by Paddy Lynch, who was
based at the workshop in the
Curragh camp known as Tin
Town. He had been a driver in
the National Army and was responsible for driving Michael
Collins in Dublin during the
Civil War. The care of the vehicle was subsequently taken
over by Paddy’s son Pat, and
on his retirement the responsibility fell to his son Padraig.
Kilkenny: Operators of a
cash-for-gold business contacted Mealy’s auctioneers of
Castlecomer recently to see if
medals they had acquired had
any value, as they intended to
melt them down. The medals
turned out to be hurling medals belonging to Jack Anthony
from the first three Kilkenny
All-Ireland victories in the
first decade of the twentieth
century. Among the collection
is a medal inscribed ‘Ye faire
Citie’ which was presented to
Jack Anthony by the citizens of
Kilkenny to mark his achievements on the hurling field.
Laois: A Portlaoise man
has become the focus of tour-

ists’ cameras due to his unusual form of transport on the
Dublin Road in the town. The
retired haulage driver from
Collier’s View has acquired
two pure-bred American Akita dogs named Pal and Fluff,
and each day he hitches them
to a makeshift carriage and
heads off down to Portlaoise
Prison and back. Mick, who
trained sheepdogs for years on
his farm in Luggacurren, converted a go-kart with the help
of broom handles and also carries a Laois umbrella to complete the unusual spectacle.
Leitrim: Carrick-on-Shannon Rowing Club, the oldest
in the country, has just celebrated its 175th anniversary
with a function at the Bush
Hotel. The club was founded
in the same hotel, according to
Club Captain Nigel Murtagh,
who spoke after the dinner.
He revealed that the club is to
build an additional boat house
and will also, in conjunction
with the county council and
Lough Rynn, develop a venue
that will have the capacity to
host full status regattas in six
lanes.
Limerick: Ger Barry from
Castletroy has returned from
Manchester where he was taking part in the Bobby Charlton
Soccer and Sports Academy.
The twelve year old, who plays
for Fairview Rangers, achieved
the highest points in each of
the five drills at the camp and
won the soccer skills competition; previous winners have
included David Beckham and
Stephen Ireland. According to
his father Tony, Ger was up
against 250 children from all
over the world and his win will
see him return to Manchester
this month for the World Skills
Final.
Longford: Foley’s Bar in
Longford has been named as
the Longford Pub of the Year
2011 while also taking the
title of Best Outdoor/Garden
area for the second consecutive
year. Meanwhile, Mary Sharkey from Hughie Doyle’s Bar
was named as Bar Person of
the Year and Begley’s of Killoe
took the Community Pub
Award. The awards ceremony
took place in the Longford
Arms Hotel and also featured
awards for The Bent Elbow in
Drumlish, as Best Live Entertainment, with Casey’s Bar in
Newtownforbes taking both

the Olde Worlde Bar award
and the award for the Best
Pint of Guinness.
Louth: A charity football
match organized by Aiden
Kerr from Annaghminnon,
Stonetown, not only featured
former Louth footballer Colin Kelly, but also one of the
founders of the Annaghminnon club. Tom Kerr replaced
Colin toward the end of the
match and scored a point, not
a bad achievement for a man
of 84. The club took on Killanny and were victorious, at the
same time raising funds for
the special care baby unit at
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital in Drogheda, where Aiden
and Lynn Kerr’s son Killian
was cared for after being born
with a collapsed lung.
Mayo: Members of the Cong
Community Council and Ashford Village Residents’ Group
have begun a series of protests at the closure by Ashford
Castle Hotel of gates giving
access to an established right
of way. Chairman of the residents’ group is Frank Murphy, whose father worked as
a gardener at the castle for 65
years, and he made the point
that even during the visit of
US president Ronald Reagan
access was not denied to the
locals. They have been told
that the gates will be opened
if car drivers sound their
horns, but there is no guarantee that the sound will carry to
the castle.
Meath: Jimmy Sheridan
from Moynalty and Tony
Rooney from Ballivor both
celebrated their 100th birthdays recently. Jimmy, who is
remembered as being one of
the first owners of a car in the
1950s when he won an Austin
in a newspaper competition,
was joined for the celebrations by his wife Joan, daughters Mary and Breda, son
Donal, and six grandchildren.
Tony Rooney, who now lives
at Roselodge Nursing Home
in Killucan, received a visit
from the Jubilee Hurling Cup,
brought by members of his
own club, Kildalkey, for whom
he played in the 1930s.
Monaghan: President Mary
McAleese journeyed to Clones
last month to attend the National Famine Commemoration being held in the Border
town. Also at the event were
ambassadors from 30 countries. An ecumenical service
was held on the Diamond.
President McAleese then laid
a wreath in memory of all famine victims in front of Clones
Market House. A committee
headed by Marcella Leonard
and Peter McClave organized
a series of events in the ten
days leading up to the commemoration including lectures
and films on the Famine.
Offaly: Kevin Heavin from
Birr was named Macra na
Feirme’s FBD Young Farmer
of the Year at the final of the
competition in Co. Wexford
last month. The thirty-fouryear-old Heavin was competing against a total of 400 entrants, with twenty-five having reached the final, and his
prize included a travel bursary
of 3,000 euro as well as a trophy designed by Erich Fichtner. Kevin is a member of
Ferbane Macra and the Irish
Farmers’ Association and has
been involved in the running
of his farm for the past ten
years.
Roscommon: Boyle is to
be one of the locations for the
shooting of a film based on
the childhood of actor Chris
O’Dowd of ‘Bridesmaids’ fame.
O’Dowd was commissioned to
write a six-part television series, ‘Moone Boy’, with Kilken-
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News Direct From Ireland

Jobs shock for Waterford
– Waterford will lose 575 jobs
by mid-October with the closure of the Talk Talk call centre in the city. The announcement by the British telephone
company was unexpected and
employees were only informed
at a hastily called meeting on
the afternoon of Sept. 7. The
centre was opened some ten
years ago by AOL and was later
taken over by Talk Talk.
The IDA and the Government only learned of the development a few hours earlier. In
justifying the decision the company cites Irish wage rates, the
strength of the euro, improved
quality, and a switch to Internet queries. The higher quality
means that fewer customers
have a need to call the contact
centre. The work in Waterford
will be carried out by existing
Talk Talk call centres in Britain, India, and the Philippines.
There is anger all round at
both the decision and the way
it was handled. Taoiseach
Enda Kenny, Minister for Enterprise, Jobs and Innovation
Richard Bruton and politicians
in the South East, as well as
Barry O’Leary of IDA Ireland,
have all been critical of Talk
Talk for the manner in which
the company is closing its Irish
operation. They are particularly angry that only 30 days notice is being given. Not only is
it seen as grossly unfair to the
575 staff affected, but it gives
the IDA no chance of finding a
replacement business for the
city before the closure takes effect.
Irish economic recovery
called “well on track” –The
European Commission has
given Ireland a high rating
in its third review of the EU/
IMF supported financial assistance program agreed with
the previous Government last
November. “Well on track” was
the phrase used to describe
Ireland’s journey to economic
recovery. The ESRI was also
positive about our economic
outlook. When the joint European
Commission/ECB/IMF
mission was in Dublin from
July 6 to 15 it found that important progress had been made in
the areas of fiscal consolidation
and that growth-enhancing
structural reforms were being
implemented. The report spoke
of a gradual return to positive

Ireland Today:

Killarney wins Tidy Town competition
Just a week after being named as Ireland’s cleanest town,
Killarney was been declared the winner of the Tidy Towns
competition. Topping the cleanest town league table is
achieved by minimizing the level of litter but the Tidy Towns
adjudicators take a much broader view by considering such
aspects as the built environment, landscaping, tidiness, wildlife, and natural amenities.
Killarney, which also won the award for the tidiest large
town, scored 310 points out of a possible 400 and was highly
praised by the judges who paid two visits, the second during the Irish Open Golf Championship when the town was
thronged with people. It was widely noted that Fr. Michael
Murphy, now aged 86, has retired to Killarney and is active
in the Tidy Town’s Committee. It was his leadership, when he
was Parish Priest in Sneem that helped bring the overall title
to the Co. Kerry village in 1987 and he repeated that performance in Kenmare in 2000.
In second place and taking the title of Tidiest Village was
Emly, Co. Tipperary, with 309 points. Other category winners were Lismore, Co. Waterford, as tidiest small town and
Kilkenny as the tidiest large urban centre. Both were awarded 308 points.
A total of 821 communities entered the competition, which
was sponsored by SuperValu.
– LIAM FERRIE
growth in 2011; strong exports,
aided by improvement of competitiveness, were driving the
recovery. Fiscal performance so
far this year has been satisfactory and the budget deficit for
2011 as a whole is now projected to be well below the target of
10.5 percent of GDP.
Government ready to sell
State assets – The Government has confirmed it is looking at the possible sale of a
whole range of State assets
with a view to raising money
to reduce the national debt and
to fund job creation projects. It
started with the media talking about the National Lottery
being privatized but it seems
everything is on the table, including the ESB, An Bord Gáis,
Bord na Móna, and the State’s
holding in Aer Lingus.
Minister for Transport Leo
Varadkar has revealed that the
Government is willing to sell
its 25% stake in Aer Lingus but
will be in no hurry to offload
it. Aer Lingus was launched
in 2006 with the share price at
2.20 euro. The price rose initially with Ryanair building up
a stake of more than 25 percent
and then offering to buy the
remaining shares for 2.80 euro
each. This was refused and in
2008 the Government rejected

Thirty-Two Counties
(Continued from page 18)

ny man Nick Murphy and
shooting of the film will take
place between this month and
January. Among locations to
be used in Boyle for the comedy series will be a school, the
town centre, and a number of
roads. The production is expected to be shown on the Sky
channel next spring.
Sligo: Ballymote held a commemoration to mark the tenth
anniversary of the 9/11 atrocities in the United States at the
monument to the 69th Brigade
and Brigadier General Michael Corcoran in the town.
Scheduled to attend was former NYPD Captain Paul McCormack, a native of Donegal,
who was on duty at the World
Trade Centre in New York on
that dreadful day of a decade
ago.
Tipperary: Sarah O’Neill
from Bansha last month became the youngest girl to scale
Africa’s highest mountain,
Kilimanjaro. The eleven yearold had read about Seán McSharry, who at ten years of age
became the youngest person in
Europe to reach the summit,
and she decided to match his
achievement. For the past five
months she has been training

on the mountains in Ireland
with her mother, Sinead, and
they joined a secondary school
group on the ascent, which was
led by Seán McSharry’s uncle,
mountaineer Ian McKeever.
Tyrone:
Ironman Keith
Clarke from Dungannon and
Bob Davison, his cousin from
Cookstown, recently completed a triple Ironman challenge
to raise funds for the Emergency Services in Magherafelt.
The pair undertook to swim
7.2 miles, cycle 336 miles, and
run 78.6 miles, all without a
break. Beginning on a Saturday morning by swimming 456
lengths of the pool at Cookstown Leisure Centre, Keith
and Bob then completed the
cycle in the Cookstown area,
at which point Bob went a
few hours ahead of his cousin.
Their deadline was 8: a.m. on
Sunday and both completed
the final part, the run, before
the deadline.
Waterford: When Seamus
Casey from Kilmacthomas
found that jogging improved
his mood, he decided to take up
a more strenuous form of exercise and so embarked on his
boxing career. Not only did he
take up the sport, the 57-yearold Casey, known as ‘Little

another bid from Ryanair, having been offered what was at
the time a fair price of 1.40
euro. Analysts believe it would
be madness to sell at this point
as the book value of the airline
is far is excess of the share value.
It seems that while the ESB
is being discussed it is only
in terms of selling a minority
stake. This is considered by financial analysts as a foolish option as a major utility company
from another country might
pay a premium for the entire
holding but would not be interested in an investment over
which it would have no control.
Government
maintains
attack on the Vatican – It
was never expected that Taoiseach Enda Kenny would soften his attitude on the Vatican’s
alleged role in handling of sex
abuse cases, whatever was said
in the recent document issued
by Holy See. This document had
responded to the Cloyne Report
and Kenny’s subsequent attack
on the Vatican and there was
no backing off on the Government position in a reply given
to the Vatican last mid-month.
In the reply the Government
said it “remains of the view that
the content of the confidential
letter in 1997 from the then

Apostolic Nuncio, Archbishop
Storero, to the Irish Bishops,
regardless of whether or not it
was intended to do so, provided
a pretext for some members of
the clergy to evade full cooperation with the Irish civil authorities in regard to the abuse
of minors.” There was no reference to the comment from the
Vatican that no member of the
clergy had actually used the
letter as a justification for ignoring the Bishop’s guidelines.
Higgins leading the field
– Michael D. Higgins is leading the field in the latest Red C
opinion poll on the Presidential
election. The Labour candidate
was the choice of 36 percent of
those questioned, Fine Gael’s
Gay Mitchell was next with 24,
Seán Gallagher had 21 percent
and Mary Davis had 19. These
figures were calculated after
Meanwhile, The Irish Times
has reported that the State is
set to pay up to 35-million euroin legal fees incurred by religious bodies in relation to the
Commission to Inquire into
Child Abuse. Of the total, 20
million is believed to be due to
the legal representatives of the
Christian Brothers, 15 million
for the Sisters of Mercy, and 5
million to the Sisters of Charity and the Oblates of Mary Immaculate.
A later edition of the newspaper carried a correction noting,
“The Oblates of Mary Immaculate have stated that they have
not and will not be seeking
costs for legal fees incurred”.
North’s Police Ombudsman to leave post early – Al
Hutchinson, the North’s Police
Ombudsman, last month found
himself under renewed pressure to stand down after his office came in for severe criticism
in a report that he himself had
commissioned. In his report Dr
Michael Maguire, the North’s
Chief Inspector of Criminal
Justice, found that criticism of
the police had been removed
from reports into various atrocities during the Troubles. He
also described the management
team in the Ombudsman’s office as “dysfunctional” and
highlighted major divisions
among its staff.
Hutchinson, a former Canadian policeman, later said he
would resign with effect from
June 1, 2012, six months earlier than planned.
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Ritchie to step down as
leader of the SDLP – Margaret Ritchie has announced that
she will step down as leader of
the SDLP after a new leader
is chosen at the party’s annual conference in November.
Deputy leader Patsy McGlone,
the MLA for South Tyrone, had
already made it known that
he would be challenging Ms
Ritchie for the position at the
conference.
Birthday bash for Bertie
at Croke Park – Former Taoiseach Bertie Ahern’s daughters, Cecilia and Georgia, organized a 60th birthday party
for their father at Croke Park
on Fri. Sept. 9. Among the
guests were his brothers Maurice and Noel, his former wife
Miriam and her partner Terry
McCoy, Brian Cowen, Charlie
McCreevy, and Dermot Ahern.
A few protesters and lots of media folk assembled outside the
venue and it was claimed that
many of those in attendance
chose to avail of the option of
arriving in two vehicles with
darkened windows that made
numerous trips to Croke Park
during the evening.
Coroner questions wisdom of reporting on suicide
– Dublin County Coroner Dr
Kieran Geraghty, who retired
last month,, has questioned the
wisdom of publicizing cases of
suicide since he has evidence
that the publicity leads to copycat cases. He suggested that
the press should place some
restrictions on such reporting.
Geraghty also noted the significant increase in suicide among
foreign nationals over his 12year tenure, particularly those
from Eastern Europe and the
Baltic countries.
Irish universities slip in
reckoning – The latest QS
World University Rankings
show that TCD, UCD, and NUI
Galway have all slipped down a
number of places. TCD is down
from 52nd to 65th, UCD from
114th to 134th, and NUI Galway from 232nd to 298th. UCC
on the other hand has moved
up from 184th to 181st and has
been given the accolade of being a “Five-Star” university,
the first Irish university to win
such acknowledgement. DCU
was up four places to 326th.
DIT, UL and NUI Maynooth
have all lost ground and are
outside the top 400.

From Sligo to Wicklow
Bang,’ went the distance and
won a fight in the Rainbow
Hall in Kilmachthomas. Seamus acknowledges the help he
received from sixteen-year-old
kickboxer Dylan Moran and
has not ruled out returning to
the ring. He is hoping to make
the white collar boxing at the
Rainbow Hall an annual event,
since it was so successful.
Westmeath: In a competition overseen by the county
council and Mullingar Chamber of Commerce, the shop
front of fashion boutique Jasmine Design was awarded first
prize as the town’s best shop
front for 2011. Mark Cooney,
cathaoirleach of the county
council, presented the award
to Saoirse McGrath, who accepted it on behalf of her mother Caroline; it was she who
opened the boutique on Mount
Street in Mullingar thirteen
years ago. For winning the
award Caroline and Saoirse
received a cash prize of 1,000
euro sponsored by the council.
Wexford: At the British
Isles Nine-Hour Lamb Machine Shearing Record event,
which took place at Knockrobbin, Camolin, last month,
local farmer Roy Collier set a
record by shearing five hun-

dred and twenty one lambs in
nine hours. Organized to aid
the National Council for the
Blind, it is expected that the
event will have raised more
than 5,000 euro. Roy, who
works on the family farm as
well as being a contract shearer, had a particular interest in
raising money for the Council
since they had looked after his
grandfather, who was blind.   
Wicklow: Joanne O’Neill
is to be godmother to Dylan,
the son of Tracy Murphy and

Quintin Doyle, and there is no
doubt that she earned the honor. For Joanne was on hand
at the house in Wicklow town
when Tracy realized that she
was not going to make it into
Holles Street in Dublin. While
Quintin took instructions over
the phone Joanne not only delivered the baby, but also managed to remove the umbilical
cord, which was wrapped twice
around his neck. Tracy is in
no doubt that her friend saved
baby Dylan’s life.

Ireland’s Weather
Warmest day of the year ... in September!

Records were broken on Thursday September
28 when the temperature soared to 25.5 degrees
in Dublin’s Phoenix Park in the afternoon. The reading
surpassed the warmest temperature officially recorded
anywhere in the country by Met Éireann in 2011. The
previous high recorded this year was 25.4 degrees in
Oak Park in Carlow on June 3rd. While hot days are not
uncommon during September, they usually occur early
in the month.
Latest Temperatures as of October 2, 2011:
Day 15C (59F).................Night 13C (55F)

Save the Date
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Boston Irish Honors 2011
Luncheon at the Seaport Hotel, Main Ballroom
Sponsored by the Boston Irish Reporter

Matt Power, Event Chair

• Dick Flavin, Emcee

2011
Boston
Irish
Honorees

Individuals

Former Boston Police Commissioner
Kathleen O’Toole
State Senator Tom Kennedy (D-Brockton

Families

The Corcoran Family
James and Jean Hunt Family
The Mulvoy Family

The Boston Irish Reporter, the region’s leading chronicler of all things IrishAmerican, will host “Boston Irish Honors,” it’s 2nd annual celebratory luncheon
on Thursday, October 20, 2011, in the main ballroom of Boston’s Seaport Hotel. In keeping with our own heritage, the newspaper publicly recognizes three
exemplary local Irish families whose ancestors emigrated from Ireland to give
better lives to their children and grandchildren. We also will give special recognition to two Boston Irish individuals for their special achievements in government and in business.

Boston Irish Honors 2011 Committee members: Matt Power, Event Chair; Michael Lonergan, Consul General of Ireland; Bob Sheridan, founding event chair; Jim Brett, Bill Bulger, Jim Carmody, John T.
Carroll, Della Costello, John Cullinane, Dan Driscoll, Dick Flavin, John Philip Foley, Bill Forry, Maureen
Forry, Ann Geraghty, Dave Greaney, Steve Greeley, Barry T. Hynes, Kieran Jordan, Jim Keefe, Edris Kelley,
Bill Kennedy, Rev. Tom Kennedy, Paul LaCamera, Mimi LaCamera, Barbie Langis, Joe Leary, Mary Joyce
Morris, Sean Moynihan, Jim O’Brien, Bill O’Donnell, Bill Reilly, Jack Shaughnessy, Gil Sullivan, Bobby
White, Paul White.

The event affords excellent sponsorship opportunities.
For more information, please contact Ed Forry,
President & Publisher, Boston Irish Reporter, 617-436-1222.
E-mail: honors2011@bostonirish.com

